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EDITORIAL

The current issue is hereby offered with a view to enlighten our readers on the
contemporary and simmering issues being confronted in the present times. The topics are
selected for the magazine have intellectual under pinning and are a matter of debate.
Acknowledging the apt understanding of our student officers on matters of professional
import a wide array of research topics have been included so as to satisfy the intellectual
need of our readers. The articles are selected from individual research papers that each
member of the course had submitted as part of the course curriculum. To put thought
provoking issues related to armed forces, in this issue we have included a total of six
articles. We do hope that readers would find these articles interesting. The student officer
submitted the research paper in addition to many other group tasks, individual research
papers, presentation etc that are assigned throughout the course. It may be mentioned here
that none of the writers are professional researcher. However, it is hoped that the intellectual
content of the magazine will be a value to others for further study.

Major Syed Md Motaher Hossain has assessed the prevailing situation on "Tangible
and Intangible Benefits Provided by Army and its Effect on Job Satisfaction of Military
Officers". This article sought out the different sources contributing towards the overall
monthly income of army officers & their general expenditure pattern, compensation
package & benefits in the generalized income scenario of the contemporary society,
economic challenges currently being faced by the officers. The study also revealed the
existing level of job satisfaction of military officers with respect to the pay & benefits
provided by the service and its effect on the efficiency of the organization to draw attention
of the policy makers. Finally, the writer made some recommendations for improvement of
the level of job satisfaction of army officers to enhance efficiency of the organisation.

Lt Cdr S M Maniruzzaman has viewed the "Holistic Approach to the Maritime
Surveillance of Bangladesh". The article essentially focuses on the nature of maritime
surveillance and evolution of the modern surveillance system. Thereafter, the author
discussed about necessity of the maritime surveillance and resources required for an
effective maritime surveillance system for Bangladesh. He also addressed about present
surveillance capability of Bangladesh and its limitations. Finally, the paper recommended
for a few options to formulate an effective maritime surveillance for Bangladesh to ensure
safety & security of Bay of Bengal and other maritime interests of the country.

Maj Md Nurun Nobi has focused the need of "FIBUA Training for Bangladesh
Army". The work aimed at establishing the true efficacy of finding out a suitable training
module on BUA defence for Bangladesh Army. The writer has had studied the historical
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perspective and tried to determine the defence technique to be followed at the present battle
field environment of Bangladesh. The paper then evaluated existing FIBUA training system
and suggested suitable BUA training module for Bangladesh Army.

Wg Cdr Md Sharif Mustafa viewed the need as well as the relevance of the concept
of "Principles of War: Does Bangladesh Air Force Require a Rethink". The writer analysed
the importance of needs to consider some specific aspects to counter perceived threat. To
fight the modem battle successfully a commander has to find out what is going on, decide
what to do, how to be into the battle etc. At the backdrop of the changed world order and
perceived threat, the analysis of existing principles of war has revealed few changes in the
context of the modem warfare. He reviewed the principles of war in practice by BAF in the
context of contemporary warfare and made suggestions for consideration.

Lt Col A F Jaglul Ahmed essentially focuses on the "Changing Nature of Warfare
and Future Enigma". A reverential work of the author highlighted the present imbroglio in
all its dimensions. He highlighted the change of outlook in the warfare, need for discipline
& order, culture of professionalism in the army led to massive shift in the organization and
method of fighting & their corresponding theories. He argued that significant development
in the weaponry & munitions with gradual rise in the modem civilization changed the
ancient tone of warfare. This article analyzed the pattern of conflict & warfare, the
chronicles of the constant changing precept and the future enigma of warfare at the face of
constant changing trend. The time span of the article has been bracketed from the
Napoleonic war to the latest war of the current century.

Lt Col Arnit Talwar, Indian Army, offers multifarious strategies in "Application of
Manoeuvre Warfare in Fighting in Built up Areas." In this paper author explained the theory
of manoeuvre warfare, offered a perspective of the urban environment and the applicability
of manoeuvre in urban offensive. Finally, the doctrinal aspects of manoeuvre warfare in
built up areas are also discussed in details.

We are happy to commend this issue of the journal to our readers. As always, we
constantly endeavour to maintain a high standard of the articles. We hope the articles in this
issue also be of special interest to all. We would solicit our readers to continue their
comments and opinion on the published magazine.
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1 TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE SATISFACTION OF ARMY OFFICERS

TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE BENEFITS PROVIDED BY ARMY
AND IT'S EFFECT ON JOB SATISFACTION OF ARMY OFFICERS

Major Syed Md Motaher Hossain, psc, EB

INTRODUCTION

Soldiering is considered as one of the oldest and noblest professions since ages.
Devotion to the job, unquestioned loyalty, sense of honour and above all mental
preparedness for greater sacrifice are the main credentials for the military professionals.
According to human resources specialists, the profession of this kind demands higher
level of job satisfaction from their employee. In Bangladesh, though military service
still ranks second in the preferred job list, issues like financial insolvency, child
education, disturbed family life, post-retirement uncertainties etc often dilutes the job
satisfaction of military officers. The current trend of opting for premature voluntary
retirement and inadequate responses from the potential candidates to join army are
perceived to be the two critical indicators of lower job satisfaction of army officers.

The open market economy has paved the way for various multinational
companies and private sectors to offer lucrative jobs. Under this changed circumstances,
the comparatively modest salary vis-a-vis the ever increasing cost of living has further
weakened the appeal of military profession to the young generation. The financial
constraints and the resulting lower job satisfaction may seriously affect the performance
of the serving officers. Therefore, it is imperative to carry out a study to ascertain the
existing level of job satisfaction of army officers with respect to the pay and benefits
provided by the service and suggest measures to improve the situation.

The paper will first attempt to define job satisfaction from various perspectives. A
linkage between the financial incentives and job satisfaction will then be established. A
comprehensive analysis of the financial challenges faced by the army officers will then
follow. Finally, few suggestions will be offered to improve the job satisfaction level of
army officers.

AIM

The aim of this paper is to study the tangible and intangible benefits provided by
Bangladesh Army to its officers and analyze its influence on their job satisfaction.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF JOB SATISFACTION AND ITS
RELEVANCE TO ARMY OFFICERS

Concept of Job Satisfaction and Its Elements

General. Job satisfaction has been defined as a pleasurable emotional state
resulting from the appraisal of one's job, an affective reaction to one's job and an
attitude towards one's job. Job satisfaction is not the same as motivation, although they
have clear links. Most people believe that job satisfaction has a strong and direct
relation with the performance of the employees. That is why most of the job designs
aim at enhancing job satisfaction and performance; methods include job rotation, job
enlargement and job enrichment. Elements of job satisfaction are rate of pay, work
responsibilities, variety of tasks, promotional opportunities, bureaucracy & politics,
recognition and respect, the work itself and co-workers. The state of relation of each
element varies with the change of conditions related to the employee and employer.

Total Compensation Package. Total compensation package is the sum total of
all benefits, monetary and otherwise, an employee receives from a company or
institution. Depending on the size of the organization, a compensation package may
have several components including salary, stock options, in-kind services, bonuses and
benefits in the form of cars, telephones and housing. This paper proposes three main
components of total compensation: fixed pay, flexible pay and benefits. In this
classification, fixed pay is compensation where the amount and payment are guaranteed
(base pay, other monthly pay and allowances etc). The second component is flexible
pay, which includes variable pay and deferred income. Variable pay is compensation in
which the amount is variable and/or its distribution is uncertain (UN mission salary
etc.). The third component of total compensation groups all the benefits like expenses
concerning food, transportation, clothing, employee welfare programmes,
complementary pension plans etc. This paper will consider the resultant effect of all the
elements on job satisfaction.

Affect Theory. Edwin A. Locke's Range of Affect Theory (1976) is arguably the
most famous job satisfaction model. The main premise of this theory is that
satisfaction is determined by a discrepancy between what one wants in a job and what
one has in a job. Further, when a person values a particular facet of a job, his
satisfaction is more greatly influenced both positively (when expectations are met) and
negatively (when expectations are not met), compared to the one who does not value
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that facet. To te t the relevance of this theory, a sample group of army officers was
asked to explain their primary motivation for joining the Army - earning money or
other factor like serving the nation with honour and pride, enjoy the leadership
challenge etc. Then the level of job satisfaction 'of each group of respondents was
identified separately. Findings of the study proved the theory to be a correct one. It
was found that a good number of officers (approximately 6S per cent) have
motivations other than earning money to join the Army. This group al 0 enjoys quite
higher level of job satisfaction (approximately 73 per cent) compared to the group
whose motivation was to earn money through the military profe sion (approximately
S6 per cent). The figure below represents the findings graphically.

Figure 1: Individual's Motivation of Joining Army and Level of Job Satisfaction
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Source: Statistical Chart Prepared Out of Primary Survey Conducted

Dispositional Theory. Another well-known job satisfaction theory is the
Dispositional Theory. It is a very general theory that suggests that people have innate
dispositions that cause them to have tendencies towards a certain level of satisfaction,
regardless of one's job. This approach became a notable explanation of job satisfaction
in light of evidence that job satisfaction tends to be stable over time and across careers
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and jobs. However, the model proved incorrect when applied to the officers of
Bangladesh Army. It was found that, officers of Bangladesh Army have greater job
satisfaction in their initial days of service and maintain the same up to four to five
years. Thereafter, most of them start loosing their job satisfaction gradually and it
continues up to seventeen to eighteen years of service, the time for promotion to the
rank of Lieutenant Colonel. At that point of time, level of job satisfaction of a group of
officers (those who are promoted) start rising and continue to follow the upward curve.
On the other hand, job satisfaction curve of the group of officers not promoted
continues to fall until they leave the job or go for retirement. This means, a large
number of superseded officers continue to serve military with lower level of job
satisfaction. The figure next shows the job satisfaction curve of army officers in
relation to the length of service.

Figure 2: Job Satisfaction Curve of Bangladeshi Military Officer
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Job Satisfaction Indicators

Indicators of job satisfaction vary from organization to organization and from
man to man. Though most of the factors contributing to job satisfaction are common to
all the professions, the unique character of army demands the inclusion of some
additional factors. Those additional factors are aspiration during the enrolment, social
environment, place of work, opportunity for higher study, supervision of seniors, course
result, post-retirement placement etc. Figure 3 shows the result of a survey conducted to
measure the job satisfaction level of army officers using the Likert scale (named after
Rensis Likert)." During survey, respondents were asked to mark between 1 to 5 against
each item basing on their feeling on that. In this case, allotment of higher marks denoted
better feeling on a particular matter to the contrary of lower marks meaning ill feeling.

Figure 3: Level of Military Officers' Satisfaction on Various Job Satisfaction Indicators
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The tudy indicates that the overall job satisfaction of present days army officers
are just above the satisfactory level (over all score 2.783827 out of 5). The study has
also identified few problem areas. Pay and benefit, one of the important indicators of
job satisfaction only scored l.95, lowest in the rank, indicating enormous dissatisfaction
on that. Similarly, other three indicators - work place, post retired placement, and
bureaucracy and politics have also scored below the satisfactory level. Army needs to
address these issues immediately for improving the level of job satisfaction of its
employees. On the other hand, elements like respect & recognition, task variety, social
environment and senior's supervision earned higher points indicting satisfaction of large
number of officers on those.

JOB SATISFACTIO : FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE

Analyzing the Financial State of Army Officers

Total Pay and Benefits Received from the Service. Total pay and benefits
received by the army officers are summarized in the following table. It is worth
mentioning that some of the tangible and intangible benefits are also converted into
money for the ease of understanding.

Table 1: Present Pay and Benefits Provided to the Army Officers (Senior Major)

Fixed Pay Flexible Pay and Other Benefits

Ser Item Amount Ser Item Amount
(In Taka) (In Taka)

1. Basic Pay 17050/- I. Yearly Bonus/12 = 34100/12=
Monthly Bonus 2841/-*

2. Defence Services 2131/- 2. UN Mission 1850000/ (12XI6)
Allowance Pay/(12xI6)= Monthly =9635/-**

Additional Salary Over
16 Years of Service

3. Kit Allowance 710/- 3. Ration Subsidy 2500/-

(Monthly)
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4. Batman 997/- 4. Milk Subsidy (Monthly) (32X40-200)
Allowance =1080/-

5. Disturbance Pay 416/- 5. Resale to Officer Not of Personal
Utility

6. Staff Pay 715/- 6. Medical + Insurance 1000/- + 500/-
(Approximately)

7. Qualification Pay 475/- 7. On payment vehicle 240x5=1200/-

(60 Km x 4 )= 240
krn/months

8. Dearness 3150/- 8. Land Phone 1000/-
Allowance (Approximately)

9. Accommodation (7675/-+ 5000/-)
Facilities = 12675/-
(Government
Subscription Rate +
Perceived Subsidy)

10. House Maintenance and 2000/-
Other Utilities

Total Fixed Pay 25644/- Total Flexible Pay and 34431/-
Benefits

* Summary of two Eid bonuses is distributed over 12 months earning for ease of calculation.

** Though the amount is not paid as part of monthly salary over the sixteen years of service,
however, for ease of calculation it is also divided into (l2X16) = 192 instalments.

Total Pay and Benefits Provided by Service to an Officer: (25494/-+ 34421 )=56915/-
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Generalized Expenditure Pattern of Army Officers.

a. A generalized expenditure pattern of army officers is given at the following
table:

Table 2: A Generalized Expenditure Pattern of Army Officers (Senior Majors)

Ser Item Amount Remarks
l. Food Expenditure 12000
2. Children Education 5000
3. Guest Entertainment 2000
4. Batman! Maid Servant Salary 1200
5. Car Maintenance 4000
6. Mobile Bill (Husband and Wife) 1000
7. Various Utility Bills 1480

(Laundry, Dish, Internet, Milk Coupon,
Ration Voucher etc)
(200+250+350+200+480)

8. Social activities and recreation 2000
expenditure

9. Clothing 3000
10. Miscellaneous Expenditure 2000

Approximate Average Monthly Expenditure 33680

Average DSOP subscription 2000

Average Monthly Deficit «33680+2000)-25644) 10036

Source: Average of Primary Data Collectedfor the Study
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b. The expenditure table does not include the non-cash incentives provided by
the service. Neither does it include any estimate of those additional expenditures
that might have occurred in the absence of those non-cash incentives. In fact, the
table shows a comparison between cash expenditures and cash earnings. Here, a
huge monthly deficit (36 per cent of the present salary) i identified,
approximately (35680-25644) =10036/-. Situation would be further complicated
for those officers, who need to extend some financial assistance to their parents.
A survey in this regard reveals that approximately 14 per cent of the officers
assist their parents substantially, where as approximately 21 per cent contribute a
token amount. Moreover, approximately 7 per cent officers have additional
dependents in their house. The figure 4 amplifies the scenario more precisely.

Figure 4: State of Army Officers' Contribution to Parents' Family.

58%

65%

7%

• Contribute Approx 5000/-
oContribute Approx 2000/-
~ Does not Contribute
• Have Additional Dependent in House

Source: Statistical Chart Prepared out of Primary Data

c. A further analysis of the expenditure pattern of army officers identified three
distinct categories of officers, who differ in terms of their life style. The
categories are: officers managing their expenditure within their income level
(approximately 11 per cent), officers having deficit of maximum 10000/ in every
month (65 per cent) and rest having deficit of more then 10000/- in every months.
Absolutely none was found saving any amount, except the compulsory DSOP
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savings from their regular income. The only source of saving for an army officer
is the additional amount earned from UN mission, if and when his turn comes.
Now there could be question as to how do the second and third group make up for
their deficits. The simple answer is the overdraft (OD) facilities provided by the
banks. It was found that over the period, the OD amount. of individual officers
become very high until they are able to refund the amount from the United
Nations mission earnings. Beside this, some officers also receive monthly
subscription from their family earnings and few others have their alternative
means of income. However, they constitute only 4-5 per cent of the officers. The
large majority survives on the bank overdrafts (approximately 18 per cent")
paying abnormally high percentage of interests. The figure shows a tentative
current bank overdraft state of army officers in a simplified form.

Figure 5: Army Officers' Bank Overdraft State (Tentative).

oNo 00 .00 up to 25000
~ 00-50000 to 100000 rs 00 100000+

000-25000 to 50000
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40%

Source: Various Banks Involved with Army Officers' Salary Accounts.

Comparison of Army Officers' Pay and Benefits with that of Civil
Employee.

a. For a decade or so, there has been a revolution in private sectors. Private
organizations offer incentives and remuneration much higher than the
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government does". Government employees do enjoy a favourable task to pay
ratio, meaning more pay for less task". They also enjoy better job securities than
those in civil profession. Nevertheless, the relatively pitiful amount of take home
money often obscures all these positive aspects.

b. A study carried out in this regard identified a considerable gap between the
pay and benefits provided by the private sector and those provided by the army.
For better objectivity, private companies were selected at random, basing on their
pay and benefits related market reputation. However, the amount mentioned in
the paper may slightly vary from the actual figure, as companies do not disclose
these data in public. Following table shows a side-by-side comparison of monthly
pay and benefits of condition-descried post of army and private organizations.

Table 3: Comparison of Pay and Benefits Provided By Army and Some
Leading Private Organizations (Contemporary Post of a Senior Major).

Organization Monthly Pay Other Benefits

Army 25644/- 34431/-

Bank Asia 58200/- 26400/-

Grameen Phone 72000/- 20000/-

Square Group 63300/- 17000/-

Concord Group 63800/- 16000/-

Russel Vegetable Oil 88000/- 2000/-

Doha Tech 53500/- 7000/-

Care Bangladesh 97000/- 5000/-

Shavron Exploration Company 78000/- 35000/-

Hotel Radisson 62000/- 23000/-

Source: Primary Data Collected for the Study
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c. The finding shows that most of the private companies provide much higher
pay and benefits to their employees compared to army. As a whole, it was found
that, pay and benefits presently provided by army is 38 per cent lesser than the
present job market average". This ultimately justifies lower job satisfaction of
army officers in terms of pay and benefits.

Present Financial Challenges of Army Officers

Maintaining Living Standard. Maintaining the habitual standard of living has
become one of the greatest financial challenges for the army officers. During a survey,
most of the respondents complained that the financial inadequacy often compel them to
compromise with their usual standard of living. Not arranging social gatherings,
switching over to inferior quality food staffs or avoiding premium food products and
giving up the recreational trips etc are some of the burning examples of their falling
standard of living.

Savings for Meeting Emergency. Except compulsory saving in DSOP fund and
some amount of wage earners bond, most of the army officers do not have any other
avings. Under these circumstances, 68 per cent officers feel that they will be in deep

trouble in the face of any emergency".

Housing and Accommodation Security after Retirement. Most of the young
and mid-level army officers are quite sceptic about the possibility of getting either a plot
or a flat in DOHS. Due to these uncertainties, accommodation security after retirement
has become a great concern for the army officers. The concern is further compounded
by their financial inability to buy or construct a house on their own outside the military
arena.

Having a Good Personal Transport. Private car is no more a luxury for the
military officers; rather it has become a necessity. However, a good number of
respondents having car expressed their dissatisfaction about the performance of the car
they are in possession. Most of them wish to have better basic car to avoid higher
maintenance cost (not the luxurious one).
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Figure 6: State of Military Officer's Personal Car.
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Source: Statistical Chart prepared out of Primary Data Collected

Child Education. Providing quality education to the children is yet another
challenge for the army officers. At present, quality education is quite costly in our
country and the financial ability hardly permits an army officer to ensure the desired
educational facilities for their children.

Suggested Financial Measures to Raise the Level of Job Satisfaction

Increase in Pay and Allowance. It has already been identified that the pay and
benefit package presently provided by the Army to its officers is approximately 38 per
cent less than the contemporary job market. It has also been explained how this deficit
affects their state of living vis-a-vis job satisfaction. It is felt that the realization of the
average cash deficit (approximately 30 per cent of the total cash package) through
increased salary will significantly improve the level of job satisfaction of the army
officers.

Offering Quality Education for the Children at Subsidized Cost.
Children's education takes away a significant portion of an army officer's monthly
salary. Though the authority has taken some steps to offer better education through
establishing good English medium schools at various garrisons, MIST and BUP, yet
the tuition fees remain far beyond the usual reach. More schools and institutions may
be established with provisions of subsidized tuition fees to minimize the financial
plight of the army officers.
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Offering Full Furnished House. Army officers also spend lot of money for
buying and maintaining various household items and furniture like TV, refrigerator,
sofa, curtains etc. This can be avoided, if the organization offers full-furnished
accommodations.

Improving the Quality of Supplied Ration. Due to poor quality of supplied
ration items, army offers often spend a good amount of additional money to get those
changed with the quality stuff. Improving the quality of supply will certainly help the
officers save the additional expenditure.

Long Term Scheme for Vehicle and Accommodation. The authority may
undertake two separate long-term loan schemes to help the officers buy a car and a
house at an appropriate length of service. Saving schemes may be initiated right from
the beginning of an officer's commissioned service in a manner that he can own a
vehicle at the end of five years and a flat at the end of fifteen years of service.

Multi-Purpose Soft Loan by the Trust Bank. The Trust Bank may be
instructed to offer multi-purpose low interest loans to the officers for meeting their
emergencies. At present the Trust Bank charges almost the same rate of interest for the
army officers as it does with their civilian clients. This may be reviewed with
immediate effect, so that the army officers can get some advantage from their own
financial institution. To start with, the Trust Bank may offer soft loans to the army
officers for buying a car or a flat.

Implementing Business Ventures by the Welfare Trust. Large-scale business
ventures may be implemented by the welfare trust on behalf of army personnel and
share may be distributed among the interested employees. This is likely to generate
some alternative means of income for the army officers.

Establishing Agro Based Firms and Supplying Items on Cost Recovery Basis.
Like military dairy firms some agro based military firms may also be established in
various locations to supply fresh items to the military officers on cost recovery basis.
This will also help the officers to reduce their cost of living to some extent.
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It is apparent that due to various reasons the level of job satisfaction of army
officers are not as high as expected. Inadequate take home salary vis-a-vi ever-
increasing cost of living has been identified as the basic factors contributing to this low
level of job satisfaction. Presently, private sector offers greater opportunities with
lucrative pay and benefits to its employees. As a result, there is a growing unwillingness
among the potential candidates to opt for army as a career. Beside , the tendency to opt
for premature voluntary retirement is also on the rise. It is time that the policy makers
realize the financial plight of army officers and take worthwhile measures to raise their
level of job satisfaction. After all, the performance has a direct link with the atisfaction
of the employees.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Basing on the previously mentioned analysis, few recommendations are put
forward for enhancing the level of job satisfaction of army officers in terms of pay and
benefits:

a. The National Pay Commission may review the basic pay scale and make
appropriate adjustments corre ponding to the cost of living. In order to avoid
disparity of pay scale among the various government organizations and at the
same time giving due importance to the exceptional nature of military profession,
pay and allowances like defence services allowance, hill allowance, batman
allowance, disturbance pay, kit allowance etc may be increased substantially to
enhance the job satisfaction of the army officers.

b. Army Welfare Trust may undertake two long-term joint chemes integrating
individual offi~ers and the service for ensuring personal transport and housing for
100 percent officers at appropriate length of service. Individual officers may be
asked to contribute to those funds right from the very beginning of their service.
The car and the flat may be handed over to the officers at 5 and 15 years of
service respectively.
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c. High Standard English medium school with similar curriculum and calendar
may be established in every garrison. The aim should be to provide quality
education to the children of army officers at a subsidized cost.

d. The Trust Bank may be instructed to offer multi-purpose soft loans to the
army officers for meeting their emergencies. To start with, Trust Bank may be
asked to offer soft loans to the army officers for buying car or flat.

e. Some agro based military firms may be established in various locations to
supply fresh items to the army officers on cost recovery basis. The items may
include fish, chicken, beef and various vegetables. In this regard, unused military
lands of various locations may be utilized.

f. Finally, a well planned motivational program may be organized for the army
officers to enhance their level of job satisfaction.
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THE MARITIME SURVEILLANCE
OF BANGLADESH

Lieutenant Commander S M Maniruzzaman, psc (L), B

"Critical battle for superiority these days is not in firepower or propulsion system but in
the acquisition and handling of data'"

- Geoffrey Till
Writer and Strategist

INTRODUCTION

In conventional parlance, maritime surveillance means the systematic monitoring
and observation of activities at sea. It includes a multilevel participation with various
kind of resources. Generally maritime surveillance is diverse, responsive, effective and
enduring in essence to safeguard the vast ocean. Therefore, it implies joint and
collective participation of ships, submarine, air arms and satellite for effective
surveillance in the ocean that constitute 70 per cent of surface of the globe'. These are
means of shipping and sources of foods, minerals, chemicals and hydrocarbons. This
immense beneficial area for mankind needs to be guarded and monitored by the coastal
states which entail maritime surveillance.

Bangladesh is a maritime nation with a sea area of about 73 per cent of her
landmass along with 710 km of long coast line. The huge sea area has provided with
vast opportunities for economic advances as it is enriched with minerals, fishes,
hydrocarbons etc'. On the other hand, 90 per cent of her trades are sea borne.
Asymmetric threats like piracy, smuggling, gun running, poaching etc are perennially
happening in the region. Therefore, protection of Sea Line of Communication (SLOC),
resources and ensuring maritime security at Bay of Bengal (BOB) are the important
tasks of the country. Surveillance is a paramount and foremost requirement to
accomplish those tasks effectively and efficiently.

Since the beginning of the modern warfare, surveillance has always been used as
an effective tool for war. The surveillance, being inseparable from weapon, has changed
with the change of modern weapon. The advent of long range weapons has entailed the
requirement of long range surveillance. It is also needed for enhancing search and
rescue services, deterrence of smuggling, piracy and other asymmetric threats".
Therefore, Bangladesh must maintain good surveillance capability for the maritime
security of the country.
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A well designed mantime surveillance system disseminates information to a
variety of user groups. As such, integration of surveillance resources of all maritime
organizations will enhance overall surveillance system of Bangladesh. The present
maritime surveillance system in Bangladesh suffers many limitations in e sence.
Ab ence of adequate surface platforms and key elements of modern maritime
surveillance, the air arms; cause main hurdles. Besides, lack of cooperation and
coordination among the maritime organisations locally and regionally further reduces its
effectiveness. However, induction of maritime patrol aircraft (MPA), helicopters, shore
based radars and modern surface ships will improve the surveillance capability of
Bangladesh. It will also meet the present requirement and future challenges in the
maritimearena of Bangladesh.

This paper will delineate initially the nature of maritime surveillance and
evolution of the modern surveillance system. Thereafter, it will discuss the requirement
of maritime surveillance in Bangladesh and resources for an effective maritime
surveillance system. Then the concept of maritime surveillance, present surveillance
capability of Bangladesh and limitations will be discus ed. Basing on the concept,
pre ent capability and limitations; a feasible options for Bangladesh for an effective
maritime surveillance system will be formulated. Finally, the paper will recommend
achievable options for an effective maritime surveillance of Bangladesh.

The aim of this paper is to highlight the formulation of an effective maritime
surveillance system in Bangladesh for proper functioning of maritime activities and
recommend feasible options for Bangladesh.

NATURE OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE

Definition. Maritime surveillance is the systematic observation of surface,
above surface and subsurface area of sea by all available and practicable means
primarily for the purpose of detecting, locating, identifying and determining movement
of all kind of ships, aircraft, missiles and submarines proceeding over or under the sea
urface', It is a continuous process to monitor, supervise and detect illegal activities at
ea to safeguard national interests.
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Basic Elements of Maritime Surveillance. For effective maritime surveillance,
three systems are particularly important and relate respectively to ships, submarine and
aircraft", Firstly, the long range radars and other electronics sensors mounted on ships,
shore, aircraft and satellites. Secondly, sonar and acoustic arrays for under water
surveillance. Thirdly, the air element, which can detect all kind of flying objects over
long distances 7• •

Figure 1: Basic Maritime Surveillance System
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Acoustic Arrays

Radars/Ship-borne
Other Sensors
Shore based
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Air Elements Basic Elements

Since inception of warfare, surveillance always played a vital role to detect the
enemy. Before invention of radar and other electronic sensors, visual was the main
means to detect and identify enemy. The development of radar in 1930 has
revolutionized the naval surveillance system. During WWII, the main surveillance
systems were High Frequency Direction Finder (HFDF), MR aircraft and submarine'.
1945 was the beginning of an era of extraordinarily rapid technological changes",

Satellite

Genesis and Evolution of Maritime Surveillance
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After WW II, the advent of long range precision guided weapon has demanded
long range surveillance system. As the sensor range was less than the newly invented
long range weapon, various techniques like Picket and Over the Horizon Targeting
(OTHT) were developed to ensure an effective use of the weapon. Having faced some
difficulties in this system, a data link networking system wa further developed which
ensured smooth communication in all platform level. Today surveillance technologies
embodies in satellite, air elements, submarine and acoustic arrays enable to detect,
identify and track all types of targets anywhere in the world".

REQUIREMENT OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE IN BANGLADESH

In order to ensure sovereignty within Exclusi ve Economic Zone (EEZ) of
Bangladesh, some sort of presence has to be maintained. This presence has to be in the
form of surveillance to monitor the activities. However, monitoring the activities in the
sea area become particularly an acute problem for small states like Bangladesh with
limited resources and a vast area to look after. Being a poor country, Bangladesh has to
look after her sea resources and ensure its protection. Therefore, surveillance is the
foremost requirement to ensure security and sovereignty in the EEZ.

Maritime Interests of Bangladesh

As a maritime nation, maritime interests of Bangladesh solely depend on BOBI6
•

Bangladesh depends and concentrates on BOB on following aspects:

Figure 2: Map of Bay of Bengal.
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a. Protection Sea Borne Trade.

b. Protection of Natural Resources.

c. Settlement of Maritime Disputes.

Figure 3: Gas Reserve in the Coastal Zone of Bangladesh (Bet).
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Analysis

Bangladesh needs to establish its rights in the proclaimed 200 nm EEZ and
explore resources for her development". Transportation of safe and secure trade is also
to be ensured for the survival of the country. The crises due to the maritime disputes are
not unlikely in future. Therefore, Bangladesh need surveillance system to establish the
rights and jurisdiction around the EEZ. A credible navy along with modem surveillance
system can only ensure it by continuous monitoring.

Peace Time Threats and Requirements

Seas are too vast to look after by littoral nations alone. Inadequate surveillance
offers freedom of movement to the maritime criminals. Coastal states normally do not
concentrate beyond their maritime jurisdiction and thereby transnational crimes remain
unnoticed. South Asia (SA) and South East Asia (SEA) are more prominent in maritime
crimes". BOB also engulfs with maritime crimes on the following aspects:

a. Piracy.

b. Gun Running/ SmugglinglMaritime Terrorism.

c. Poaching.



d. Search and Rescue (SAR).

e. Maritime Pollution.
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Need of Surveillance for Countermeasures

Routine warship patrols by a nation and also in conjunction with regional countries
would help to reduce the above activities at sea". Joint patrolling off Malacca strait by
Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia is an instance of multinational cooperation to prevent
maritime crimes. Besides, surveillance by surface ships and air platforms can counter those
effectively. All those threats are asymmetric in nature; as such pervasive surveillance is
essential. Adequate surveillance under the framework of a regional cooperation between
BOB littorals will be a useful mean to reduce the above threats effectively.

War Time Threats and Requirements

Coastal Defence. Due to the long coastline, Bangladesh is potentially vulnerable
to a 'projection of power' by any adversary. Therefore, Bangladesh has to develop a
formidable navy with long range surveillance system to defend her coast.

Naval Warfare. The principle of naval warfare is to deny the enemy effective
use of its resources which can be done initially by surveillance, overtly or covertly by
aircraft, urface ship or submarine 15. Present naval warfare demands long range good
surveillance systems to deny and destroy enemy forces by engaging them at long range.
Therefore, BN must have a coordinated surveillance system of ships, submarine and
aircraft for effective naval operation".

REQUIREMENT OF RESOURCES FOR EFFECTIVE MARITIME SURVEILLANCE

Surface Platform. One of the most used means to carry out surveillance at sea
is surface platform with long range surveillance radar, Electronic Warfare (EW)
equipment, sonar and organic helicopter. Patrolling by ships at sea is a conventional
means but yields excellent surveillance coverage.

Shore Based Sensors. Shore based long range surveillance radar, ESM
equipment and DF technique provide early warning and continuous surveillance picture.

Satellite. Nowadays, satellites provide global communication, images and
pictures. The use of laser satellite for communication will allow penetration into the sea
to submersed submarines".
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Figure 4: Satellite Based Surveillance.
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Under Water Surveillance. Submarines of all shape and size provide primary
surveillance information". Under water Unmanned Vehicle (UUV) laid by surface ships
or helicopters can give a three dimensional sonar picture". The dipping sonar operates
from ASW helicopters is said to be the greatest foe of submariners". The following
under water surveillance system are used:

a. Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS).

Figure 5: Under Water Sound Surveillance (SOSUS).
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Figure 6: VTMS to monitor vessel transit.
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b. Surveillance Towed Array Sonar (SVRTAS).

c. Submarine.

d. Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD)/Sonobuoys.

e. Blue-Green LASER.

MPA. MPA is certainly a principal asset both for surveillance and warning
duties". It can provide wide area coverage in a short time with accurate position fixing
andpositive identification.".

Helicopters. Helicopters are used in both peace and war time roles. It is a
perfectplatform as surface OTHT and ASW search.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). It is used for surveillance, reconnaissance
and communication purposes. VAV can penetrate enemy airspace with less risk of
detectionand destruction.

VTMS. VTMS is a marine traffic monitoring system established by port
authorities. Typical VTMS system uses radar, radiotelephony and Automatic
Identification System (AIS). It is used to keep track of vessel movements, provide
navigational safety, safety oflife at sea in a limited geographical area".
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Fishing Trawlers, Merchant Ships. The modem fishing trawlers and merchant
ships are equipped with navigation radar.

Summary

Besides the above mentioned resources, regional cooperation is an obvious
requirement for maritime surveillance to counter piracy, smuggling and any other
maritime terrorist activities. All those activities are conducted transnationally through
unlimited ocean that is not possible for a single state to counter. As such, a coordinated
approach for pervasive surveillance to counter those entire spectrum of illegal acts is
essential. On the other hand, interoperability of the resources of all the maritime
organisations is also necessary for effective surveillance.

CONCEPT OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE FOR BANGLADESH

General

The mere presence in the form of deploying ships for EEZ patrol/surveillance
would be the appropriate peace time concept of operation for Bangladesh. The maritime
arena encompasses various departments and organizations. Therefore, sharing of
information among other maritime organisations is to be processed through Maritime
Headquarters (MHQ) and Area MHQ (AMHQ).

Peace Time Concept. Major warships will maintain their presence at anchor
within respective Area of Patrol (AOP) at sea. Shore based ELINT/COMINT and air
element will be employed at regular intervals. Abnormalities, if found any, the warships
are to be notified, which will then proceed to the spot for taking necessary actions.
VTMS, merchant ships and fishing trawlers will provide surveillance information to the
patrolling ships. Inter-operability has to be developed with port authorities, merchant
ships, fishing boats/craft and other boats plying within the country and the sea.
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Figure 7: Peace Time Concept of Maritime Surveillance in Bangladesh.
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War Time Concept. Surveillance is to be carried out through systematic layers
from outer to inner. In outer zone, this will be done by submarines, MPAs and large
surface ships (Picket). Inner layers of surveillance will be carried out by shore based
radar, small patrol craft, VTMS of port authorities, mechanized fishing trawlers and
conventional/unconventional forces deployed in the coastal area. Surveillance picture
will be shared among every ship through data link. Surface platform, MPA, submarine
andhelicopter will be used for ASW surveillance.
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Figure 8: War Time Concept of Maritime Surveillance in Bangladesh.
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PRESE T MARITIME SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITY OF BANGLADESH

BN

BN and BCG are carrying out the duty of surveillance over BOB. Although, BN
has about 77 surface combatants in her inventory, but majority of them are over aged
and fitted with technologically inferior sensors, which do not commensurate with the
contemporary surveillance requirements".

BAF possesses four surveillance radars which can provide high and low level
surveillance picture of maximum 240 nm and very limited sea coverage".

BAF

BMD

BMD has been maintaining three weather surveillance radars at Cox's Bazar,
Khepupara and Dhaka to provide storm warnings and tropical cyclone warning at BOB
for shipping and aviation.
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SpaceResearch and Remote Sensing Organization (SPARRSO)

SPARRSO has three satellite receivers. A number of offshore floating buoys were
placedon the BOB for the ocean properties and the surface current circulation".

Port Authority and BSC

Recently, Chittagong Port Authority (CPA) is going to set up VTMS at Patenga.
However, both CPA and Mongla Port Authority have AIS to monitor all merchant
vessels in the BOB27.BSC has 13 merchant ships" and BIWTA possesses many inland
ships.

Fishery Department

Bangladesh has 73 registered ocean going fishing trawlers equipped with
navigational radar. There are also about 6,000 mechanized registered fishing boats in
theprivate sector".

LIMITATIONS OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE IN BANGLADESH

Basically, BN, the pivotal maritime organization lacks in maritime surveillance
system. Other supporting organisations also lack in adequate surveillance equipment.
Moreover, there is no established network centric system between maritime
organisations. Considering the concept of maritime surveillance and present
surveillance capabilities of Bangladesh, following short comings are observed:

a. Limited number of surface ships in BN and BCG for maritime patrol and
surveillance in the BOB.

b. Limited surveillance radar and EW equipment in BN ships.

c. Absence of data link in BN ships and shore establishments which causes
hindrance to disseminate information.

d. No shore based long range surveillance radar in BN. BAF shore based radar
can only cover very limited sea area.

e. No helicopter for maritime surveillance except few in BAF for limited tasks.

f. No MPA in BN and BAF.



p. Less coordination and cooperation regionally for joint tasks among the BOB
littorals.
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g. No submarine in BN. Besides, no other under water surveillance system in
Bangladesh.

j. Absence of networking facilities between maritime organizations specially
between BN, BAF, port authority and BMD.

k. No state owned satellite in Bangladesh.

1. No VTMS in CPA and Mongla Port Authority.

m. Less use of SPARRSO for maritime purposes.

n. No clear organisational setup between MHQ and other maritime organisations.
Moreover, less activation of MHQ and AMHQ integrating other organisations
reduces maritime cooperation.

OPTIONS FOR FEASIBLE MARITIME SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM IN
BANGLADESH

Despite of all those shortcomings, Bangladesh has to enhance her surveillance
capability over the BOB for safeguarding and maintaining sovereignty. Being a
developing country, it is a matter of huge cost affairs to develop an effective
surveillance system. Considering the economic condition and maritime interests,
Bangladesh can develop present surveillance system on the following ways:

a. Integration/Co-ordination of Other Maritime Agencies. Surveillance is
a vast affair and it demands a lot of co-ordination. Therefore, BN should maintain
good co-ordination with BAF, BCG, port authority, BSC, BMD, SPARRSO and
Bangladesh Fisheries department (BFD)30. MHQ may coordinate with all the
organizations for sharing of information, fund and tasks.

b. MPA. It has greater endurance and high speed to cover long area in short
time. This is the best option for a developing country like Bangladesh for
maritime surveillance. The inclusion of MPA with the assistance of BAF initially
can be the option for Bangladesh". Therefore, MPA of simple air frame with
relatively unsophisticated radar for constabulary surveillance should be the first
choice for BN.
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c. Surface Fleet. A good number of surface ships of BN can be modernized
with surveillance radar and ESM facilities. BN can induce some new high speed
and better sea endurance patrol craft.

d. Helicopter. Induction of more surface ships with helicopter can enhance
surveillance capability of Bangladesh. BN has to procure a few helicopters for
organic and shore based operation. The surveillance role of helicopter would
enable BN to perform following missions more efficiently:

(1) EEZ Surveillance. It will also be used for the following tasks:

(a) Fishery Protection.

(b) Anti-Smuggling.

(c) Anti-Piracy.

(d) Shipping surveillance.

(e) Pollution control.

(f) SAR.

(2) Military surveillance. It will enhance ASW, AAW, ASuW and OTHT
tasks during wartime.

e. Shore Based Sensors. Three low level long range surveillance radars at
Cox's Bazar, St Martin and Hiron point and one high level radar at Barisal are to
be setup which will be able to cover the entire EEZ of Bangladesh. A
combination of shore based radars and ships at sea including MPA can provide an
all round 24 hours surveillance in the entire EEZ.

f. Submarine, Submarine is the best echelon capable to ensure underwater
surveillance. BN has to procure submarines for under water and above water
surveillance in the EEZ.

g. VTMS in Port Authority. VTMS in CPA and Mongla Port Authority will
be used to track and monitor all vessels in the BOB. Ships at sea may send
distress call, pirates attack or any hazards to the port authority instantly through
VTMS. A well integration and sharing of information are to be arranged between
BN, BCG and port authority.
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Figure 9: Data Sharing between Maritime Organisations.
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h. Data Link. A real time picture of surveillance is very much required for
decision making. Therefore, all available information needs to be disseminated to
respective organisations through data link.

Figure 10: Regional Maritime Cooperation and Coordinated Action.
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j. Regional Cooperation. Maritime surveillance is always complex, diverse
and responsive in essence. It engulfs many organisations and states for a
coordinated approach. Therefore, joint surveillance and patrolling by regional
states ensures pervasive coverage of the vast ocean. Moreover, sharing of funds,
tasks and information between the regional countries is necessary. A regional
maritime cooperation in the SA and interoperability with SEA are to be
maintained for effective maritime surveillance in the BOB.

Figure 11: VTMS Service for Victim Ship.
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Figure 12: Integration of Regional Resources.
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k. Satellite Facility. At present few satellite receivers in Bangladesh cannot
provide continuous data on ships and aircraft movement at sea due to the
absence of dedicated high resolution receivers. SPARRSO and BTRC are
planning to launch own satellite. Launching only maritime satellite may not be
economical. However, if Bangladesh installs surveillance equipment on a state
owned dual purpose satellite (civil-military purpose), it would be cost effective.
Beside surveillance, it can be used for world/country wide mobile
communication, TV signal broadcasting to all remote places etc. Initially,
Bangladesh can launch two low cost light satellites both for civil and military
purposes".



Figure 13: Use of Own Satellite in Bangladesh.
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1. Induction of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). At present, BAF and BN
have no aircraft to carry out long time maritime surveillance. Therefore, UAVs
may be a good choice for Bangladesh.

m. Induction of Maritime Capable Aircraft in BAF. BAF at pre ent does
not have any maritime capable aircraft for surveillance. BAF may modify its few
aircraft into maritime version. Similarly, it can procure a few surveillance aircraft
for both maritime and land surveillance.
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p. Interoperability of Merchant ShipslFishing Vessels. Merchant ships and
fishing trawlers are to be used for constabulary tasks like gathering information,
anti piracy, anti smuggling, SAR etc. Interoperability between BN and those
vessels are to be established through exercises and well organisational set up.

48. The holistic maritime surveillance system of Bangladesh will be as follows:

Figure 12: Holistic Maritime Surveillance System of Bangladesh.
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Maritime surveillance is one of the means of assuming jurisdiction over the sea
area. The task of supervision, enforcement and surveillance are combined to make the
purpose of protection, safeguard and monitoring more meaningful. Since WWII,
surveillance remains a useful means of maritime operation and activities. Through
maritime surveillance, it would be possible to detect, identify all vessels within EEZ.

Today surveillance technologies embodies in satellite, air elements, submarine
and acoustic arrays enable to detect and identify all types of targets anywhere in the
world. The mushrooming of non-conventional threats like piracy, smuggling and
terrorist activities have demanded pervasive surveillance over the ocean to permeate
each comer. However, despite modem means of multi layers capacity, it is facing
pragmatic challenges against those threats to counter".

Bangladesh is a maritime nation with limited land resources which tend to be
depleted soon. Piracy, gun running and terrorist activities are indulging in the region.
Therefore, it must focus its attention towards sea for mere survival of the nation. As
such, a formidable navy with good surveillance capability is a dire need to safeguard
our territorial integrity, sovereignty by monitoring the activities in the EEZ. So, being a
maritime nation, surveillance is the foremost requirement for Bangladesh.

A good surveillance system consist of surface platforms, air arms and submarines.
In present day context MPA, organic helicopters and satellites have proved to be the
most suitable and indispensable platforms in the world to maintain a constant
surveillance over the seas. Submarine also provides adequate information for under
water surveillance. In peacetime, surface platforms and air arm will be used for
patrolling and other constabulary duties. In wartime, these surveillance platforms will
forma multi layers to support naval warfare in Bangladesh.

Maritime surVeillance system of Bangladesh suffers many limitations. Basically,
BN, the pivotal maritime organisation in maritime sector lacks in surveillance. BN
cannot carry out effective surveillance due to the absence of MPA, organic helicopters,
shore based surveillance radar and shortage of modern surface ships. Similarly, due to
the absence of VTMS port authority cannot monitor vessel traffic in the BOB.
Bangladesh cannot get pervasive ocean monitoring picture due to non availability of
ownsatellites and lack of cooperation and coordination locally and regionally.
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As a maritime nation, the maritime surveillance capabilities of Bangladesh have
to be improved by procuring MPA, helicopters and installing shore based radar stations
near the coast. Submarine is a better choice for under water surveillance as well as its
multi roles capability. Induction of modern surface platforms in BN and BCG will
definitely improve the surveillance and monitoring capabilities over BOB. Besides, a
well cooperation and coordination among the maritime organisations and regional state
are to be established for better exchange of surveillance information. Participation of all
the maritime organisations in a coordinated way and regional cooperation will permeate
the whole BOB under surveillance net. This will obviously ensure the safety and
security of BOB and maritime interests of Bangladesh.

RECOMMENDA TIONS

The above study shows that to maximize the security and sovereignty over BOB
an effective maritime surveillance system is essential. Considering the concept,
limitations and requirement, the following are recommended to formulate an effective
maritime surveillance in Bangladesh:

a. A national committee consisting of all maritime organizations may be formed
to carry out joint surveillance in the BOB and sharing of information, fund and
tasks. MHQ may coordinate and foster relationship and develop inter-operability
among the organizations.

b. A data link system among MHQ, AMHQ, SPARRSO, BMD, BAF and port
authority may be established.

c. BN may procure large Corvettes equipped with long range surveillance radar
and organic helicopters. Developments of BCG may be undertaken phase wise.

d. Shore based long range radar at Cox's Bazar, St Martin, Hiron Point and
Barisal may be set up. Present radar station at Cox's Bazar may be upgraded with
long range surveillance radar.

e. Induction of MPA and helicopter in BN may be arranged as early as possible.
Initially, BN may procure low cost MPA. As BN pilot has already been trained,
procurement may be carried out within a year.



g. Set up of VTMS in CPA and Mongla Port may be arranged at the earliest.
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f. Induction of submarine in BN for under water surveillance and early
information may be arranged. BN may induct it within next five years.

h. Bangladesh may launch low cost multi-purpose own satellite for both military
and commercial use.

j. Regional cooperation and coordination for joint patrolling, surveillance and
sharing of joint information, tasks and funds may be established between regional
countries.

k. BAF may upgrade some of its aircraft to maritime version.
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FIGHTING IN THE BUILT UP AREAS (FmUA) TRAINING
FOR BANGLADESH ARMY

Major Md Nurun Nobi, psc, EB

"Every town and village is a defender's dream and nightma~e for anyone planning for
offensive operations" - D K Palit.

INTRODUCTION

Fighting in built up areas (FIBUA) is a complex and challenging operation which
requires vast resources, training and excellent organization to accomplish. From
Stalingrad to Baghdad, operations in urban areas have been characterized by poor
communication, difficult command and control, difficult target acquisition, short
engagement ranges, reduced effectiveness of fire support assets and difficulties in
providing logistical support to the front line. A common opinion is that enemy will seek
to avoid such costly and time consuming form of warfare. But its fact that 40 per cent of
the combat operations in Europe during Second World War took place in urban areas J •

Warfare in modern days is complex and diversified. With the rapid changing
scenario of urbanization in Bangladesh, each Thana Headquarters and communication
centers are turning into built up areas (BUA). A phenomenal growth in urban
population took place in the years following the independence of Bangladesh. In 2001
the percentage increased to 25 per cent of the total population'. All axes of advance
towards our capital pass through a number of BUAs. Therefore, our traditional river and
village-based defence concept may not prove very useful unless we fully exploit the
defence potential of BUA.

This paper seeks to outline a suitable training module on FIBUA for Bangladesh
Army. The paper will first analyze the present battle field environment of Bangladesh
from an urban perspective. The paper will then evaluate existing FIBUA training
system and finally suggest a suitable FIBUA training module for Bangladesh Army.
Throughout the paper 'FIBUA' and 'Urban Warfare' will be used synonymously.

AIM

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the present FIBUA trauung system in
Bangladesh Army and suggest an appropriate training module basing on present battle
field environment of Bangladesh.
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The Changing Paradigm. In Bangladesh, urban areas are rapidly increasing in
sizeand intensity. Due to the communication and infrastructural development, most of
theUpaziUaHeadquarters of Bangladesh are gradually turning into BUAs. Now all the
approachestowards the capital are guarded by BUAs. Besides, a marked urban-centric
demographicshift has added a fresh dimension to urban warfare. From 1981 to 2006 the
urbanpopulation of Bangladesh increased from 13.54 million to 39.71 million'. Table 1
how the urban population projection in Bangladesh.

Serial Census Total National Total Urban Urban Population as Annual Urban
Year Population Population Percentage of Total Growth

(Millions) (Millions) Population (Percent)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
1. 1981 90.0 13.5 15.1 10.3
2. 1985 100.0 17.5 17.4 6.5
3. 1990 113.7 22.9 20.1 5.4
4. 1995 126.8 29.4 23.2 5.0
5. 2000 141.1 37.3 26.4 4.8
6. 2005 155.8 46.4 29.8 4.4
7. 2010 170.5 56.8 33.3 4.0
8. 2015 184.6 67.9 36.8 3.6

Table 1: Urban Population Projection in Bangladesh, 2000-2015
Source: World Bank, Bangladesh Economic and Social Development Prospects, Volume. III (Report
Number5407), April 1995, p-126, Table 9.8.

Level of Urbanization' in Bangladesh. Figure 15 and 26 below shows the level
of urbanization and the growth of urban centeres in Bangladesh respectively.

Figure1: Level of Urbanization in Bangladesh
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Figure 2: Growth of Urban Centres in Bangladesh
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Pattern of Urbanization in Bangladesh. As per Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics,
there are four different types of urban areas in the country' as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Types of Urban Area Classified by Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics

Mega city - Metropolitan area
having population above five
million

Statistical Metropolitan Area
City Corporation and

adjacent areas having urban
characteristics

Pourashava - As existing
under Pourashava Ordnance
1977

Other Urban Area - Upozilla
HQ and development centres
having urban characteristics

Effects on Military Operations. Urban terrain limits the use of long range weapons,
mechanized elements, advanced technologies and calls for employing more resources,
special equipment and special weapons for launching an offensive than those needed in a
typical operational environment. The typical characteristics of urban terrain generally tend to
favour the defender.
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State of Training at Various Levels

Unit Level. FIBUA is not a common subject in unit training. An inquiry into the
group training syllabus of 30 Bangladesh Infantry Regiment, 55 Infantry division revealed
that only three periods had been allotted for FIBUA in 3rd Training Cycle. The situation in
other units is almost similar.

Formation Level. Though the Formation Training Instructions have theoretically
echoed CAS's revised training goal "All members of a sub-unit should attain required sub-
unit level tactical skill to fight BUA battles", practical implementation of the vision falls far
short of the expectation. Some of the formations constructed ad-hoc FIBUA village though,
others are yet to develop theirs.

Training Institution. Training conducted in various institutions on FIBUA is also
inadequate. An overview of FIBUA training in various institutions" is given below:

Ser Name of the Name of the Course Lecture Syndicate MD/Map rrEWTIFTX

Institution Periods Discussion Exercise Periods

Periods ME)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

1 Defence Services Army Staff Course - 4 15 -
Command and Staff

College (DSCSC)

2. School of Infantry and Unit Command 2 3 - 9

Tactics (SI&T) Course (UCC)

3. Sr&T Junior Officer 2 7 - 18

Command and Staff

Course (JCSC)

4. SI&T Young Officer's Basic 2 8 18

Course
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5. SI&T Infantry Platoon 2 4 - 12 I
Leader Course ( Guided

(lPL )/Sergeant' s Exercise)

Course

6. Armoured Centre and Officers Basic Course 2 2 - -
School

7. Artillery Centre and Gunnery Staff Course 2 4 - -
School (AC&S)

8. Army Service Corps Officers Basic Course - - - -
(ASC) Centre and
School

9. Bangladesh Military Long and short - - - -

Academy (BMA) Courses

10. Non Commissioned NCO's Advance 2 2 1 -

Officers (NCOs) Course (Demo)

Academy

Table 2 - Training At Various Institutions

State of Training FacilitieslInfrastructure

Pamphlet. Bangladesh Army General Staff Training Publication (GSTP) 0022,
Operations of War, volume one contains only one page covering the subject as an
'Operation under Special Condition'. New Draft Operation of War contains two pages
under 'Physical Operational Environment'. GSTP 2622, Infantry Battalion in Battle
(IBIB), part II covers the subject in some details (Chapter XII). GSTP 0048, Wolf land
Army, volume two (Tactics) does not contain any chapter on FIBUA. .

Infrastructure. Presently existing Single Man (SM) barracks are used for
building climbing training for Arms Commando Cadres. There is only one FIBUA
training complex comprised of some abandoned buildings in 33 Infantry Division.
SI&T has one indoor room shooting range. At present Bangladesh Army is planning to
construct a FIBUA village in SI&T costing 5 crore taka.

Analysis of Existing Training System

Lack of Awareness. There is a general lack of awareness about the significance
of FIBUA at various levels. FIBUA has not graduated beyond the status of a fringe



Recent Development. It is encouraging that we will have a FIBUA village at
SI&T very soon. First phase of the training may start from July 2009. Another FIBUA
village Complex is likely to be established at TRISHAL Military Training Area." The
project is still under' consideration. Formations are asked to explore suitable training
area within the cantonment." At present Comilla cantonment has a FIBUA village.
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subject. It tends to be classified as 'too difficult' or under the equally unfortunate section
'operations under special conditions". Exercise on FIBUA cannot be conducted like the
normal FTX because civilian areas cannot be utilized for this purpose. At present
divisions are organizing FIBUA training using the existing SM barracks or conducting
TEWT selecting some isolated townships.

Limited Troops Training. Till the date, the training of our soldiers is limited
within lectures during group training and building climbing practice during Arms
Commando Cadre. Though the operation demands individual skill and intelligence of
the commanders at junior level, only a very few fortunate JCOs and NCOs get the rare
opportunity to attend a TEWT while undergoing IPL Course at SI&T. Lack of field
training facilities poses the greatest problem in FIBUA training. We do not have
adequate precis and pamphlets either in Bangla or in English.

Theory Based Officers Training. The training curriculum of BMA does not
include FIBUA. Officers have the opportunity, besides a lecture and a syndicate
discussion, to participate in a MD and a TEWT while attending JCSC at SI&T. A
selected few undergo a syndicate discussion, ME and a War Game while attending the
staff course at the DSCSC. Beside these, MD and TEWT on FIBUA is also conducted
at formation level. All these training for officers are basically theory biased as FIBUA
is not practised during FTX.

Individual Skill and Firing. fly ou must train your under command vigorously
and make them efficient in BUA fighting as there is no way to avoid FIBUA in the
future battle. BUA will not only provide you protection but also compensate your
fighting ability with stronger force. "10 FIBUA demands high standard of individual
kills and short range firing accuracy. Our troops are yet to attain required standard of
individual skills on FIBUA technique.

FTX and Command Post Exercise (CPX). FIBUA training must be realistic
and demanding and it should generate interest among the soldiers. But so far no FTX or
CPX were conducted in our army on FIBUA. In CPX basically command deci ion and
staff procedures are tested which infuse confidence among participants and ensure
mooth staff functioning. Without any FTX we cannot ascertain the standard of our

training system and weaknesses.
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Under command units of the 33 Infantry Division is carrying out their regular practice.
The practices are fruitful and soldiers gaining confidence on FIBUA training."
Construction of FIBUA villages in different Garrisons is under considerations. Recently
Bangladesh Army is putting considerable emphasis on FIBUA. In the recently revised
CAS directive-l/2006 and revised training goal of training year 2008-09 it is
mentioned, " Urbanization is taking place in Bangladesh in full swing. Any axi of
advance from international boundary towards major city of Bangladesh passes through
many small and medium sized BUA. Recent battles across the globe are also
engagements in the cities and townships. Thus it is imperative that we train our men on
fighting BUA battles (both defensive and offensive) at small group and sub-unit level to
start with." Now one of the revised training goals for training year 2008-09 is "All
members of a sub-unit should attain require sub-unit level tactical skill to fight BUA
battles (both defensive and offensive)".

SUGGESTED FIBUA TRAINING MODULE

Aim and Objectives of FIBUA Training

Aim of FIBUA Training. We should clearly define the aim of FIBUA training.
Army Training and Doctrinal Command (ARTDOC) may give a deliberate thought over
it. A uggested aim for the Army on FIBUA training could be, 'To train Bangladesh
Army on FIBUA with a view to meeting the challenges of urban warfare'. Similarly
units, formations and various training institutions should formulate their own aim for
the training.

Enabling Objectives. Suggested enabling objectives for our Army can be a
follows:

a. To enable all ranks to attain required theoretical knowledge and individual
skills on FIBUA.

b. To enable every individual to sustain physically and psychologically in
FIBUA environment.

c. To enable each commander to plan and execute operations (defensive and
offensive) in small townships and big cities at the appropriate level.

d. To enable higher level commanders to visualize likely involvement of FIBUA
in future war.

e. To enable units and sub units of each arms and services to take part and/or to
provide best possible support to FIBUA battle.



a. Preparation of strong points.

b. Counter attack during defense.

c. House clearing drill during attack.

d. Patrolling.

e. Tank hunting.

f. Casualty evacuation.

g. Improvisation of local resources.
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Development of Training Doctrine

Doctrine for Bangladesh Army. Historian Trevor N. Dupuy said, "In the
military, doctrine is viewed in terms of strategy and tactics; it is the basis for both
academic training and field exercises; and is, in some cases, the military's foreca t of
future activities and events. Its most critical military application is how force will fight
in combat operations." It is thus important to examine everal prevailing doctrines of
urban combat to evaluate others perception (complementary or contradictory) about the
nature of future wars. FIBUA training doctrine of the advanced armies may be
consulted before formulating our own. However, any prevailing model, whatever its
merit, must be suitably tailored to suit the special requirements of our own terrain
peculiarities. We need to develop training at higher level in order to generate an
understanding of the impact of BUA operation at the strategic and operational level. We
also need to find out indigenous tactics of how to combine village or river line defense
with small BUAs that are typical in our countryside. Suggesting a doctrine for FIBUA
training will not be possible within the limited scope of this paper. A Board of Officers
may be formed by Army Headquarters (AHQ) to formulate draft doctrine on FIBUA as
well as FIBUA training as it is done for the Conventional and Unconventional Warfare.

Training Parameters

. Individual Training. FIBUA requires a great variety of movement skills and
more confidence in individual capabilities than other operations. A high degree of
physical fitness and capabilities to bear high psychological stress on the part of every
individual are essential prerequisites for FIBUA.

Group Training. FIBUA battle is fought basically at company, platoon and
section level. Thus in addition to individual training, troops should be trained as a group
of section, platoon and company. Training may include following aspects:



b. Long Term Basis. Construction of FIBUA training complex can be
undertaken in a long term basis. Considering the financial implication, it is
suggested that each formation should have at least one FIBUA village. It is
possible for the formation to construct ad-hoc training areas within their means. It
may be constructed in phases. However, additional funds may be allotted to the
formations for successful completion of the project. Army should have at least
three advanced training complexes. One can be constructed at Hathazari Field
Firing Range (HFFR) area; one at Trishal Military Training Area (TMT A) and
another at Phultala.
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Command and Staff Training. Commanders and staffs are to be trained to
understand the differences between FIBUA and other operations. They must be able to
analyze the construction, location and heights of the buildings and their defence
potentials. For higher commanders, judging the effect of FIBUA on the overall
operational plan is important. Commanders must understand the mode of employment
of armour, artillery, engineers and finally the commandos in FIBUA. Civil utility
services like Water and Sewerage authority (WASA), Telegraph and Telephone (T&T)
and Fire Service are of great help in FIBUA. Commanders and staffs must be able to
utilize these services. Evacuation and protection of other civilians should also be
understood by them. These types of training can be imparted through Study Period,
MD, TEWT, Command Post Exercise (CPX) and FTX.

Training Facilities

Training Areas. Main difficulty of FIBUA trammg lies in the absence of
realistic training areas. The required infrastructure for training may be developed
gradually on short and long term basis as follows:

a. Short Term Basis. Existing garrison buildings like single man (SM)
barracks can be used for training troops in mastering individual skills. Units can
utilize their own barracks to practice preparation of firing position and sitting of
weapons. Sections and platoons can also practice house clearing drill in these
buildings. The abandoned buildings in the cantonment can be used for FIBUA
training.

MD and TEWT. Allotment of existing model room to different brigades and
units should be done by formation headquarters at the beginning of the year. JCOs and
NCOs of the under command units can attend MD using the existing model rooms of



a. Pamphlet. All modern armies including the Pakistan and Indian Army have
separate GSTP on FIBUA. The US Army has different Field Manuals (FM) on
the subject, one for all arms and services and the other for the infantry. A separate
pamphlet written in Bangla and English covering every possible details of FIBUA
is required for our Army.

b. Publication on Threat Capabilities. A publication on enemy organization,
capabilities and tactics on FIBUA should be circulated and studied by all if the
training is to be realistic.
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the garrison in turn under the supervision of the respective units. TEWT for the officers
can be conducted in any of the existing towns in formation Area of Responsibility
(AOR). Such TEWT is being conducted by 9 Infantry Division in Manikgonj and
Jaidebpur town.

TraininglVisit Abroad. Team of officers can be sent to India, Pakistan or
Australia to attend or to witness the organization and conduct of FIBUA training. Some
of them can be sent to western countries like USA, UK or Germany. On return, their
visit reports and suggestions can be utilized to suit our requirements. They can also be
employed as instructors for organizing FIBUA training in our country.

Publications.

Arms and Equipments. According to a review of battle reports from Berlin,
Suez City and Lebanon, the standard rifle was neither the most popular nor sought-after
weapon. A submachine gun or machine pistol was the preferred weapon, a weapon with
a short stock and barrel having intense rate of fire at short ranges. Most engagements,
the reports indicate, occurred at less than 50 meters. Modern weapon and equipment
including sniper rifles, ladders, snap link, crowbar etc need to be authorized for the
units to operate in ur~an setting.

Training Methodology

Formation Level. Formation should plan FIBUA training at the start of the
training year. Adequate guidelines should be given in formation training instruction.
Additionally, formation should continue to conduct MD, TEWT, CPX and logistic CPX
for the officers. FIBUA training cadre for the soldiers should be organized in each
training cycle. Slowly and gradually formation should establish its own FIBUA village.
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Unit Level. Unit should be the centre of implementing FIBUA training. It should
be integrated with the unit's day to day training curriculum. Following options can be
implemented at unit level:

a. FIBUA training to be implemented in each training cycle. When one company
is undergoing group training, one of its platoons may undergo FIBUA training.
Another option may be to train one complete company in each training year. Thus
within four years four companies are likely to be trained and can participate in
FIBUA battle. The trained company may participate in BUA defence as part of
the overall defensive plan during FTX. In this case the three companies can be
employed to take up conventional village-based defence whereas the fourth
company can occupy the BUA guarding the approach.

b. Keeping the existing training plan in each training cycle, one week FIBUA
training should be dedicated for lectures, practices, demonstrations and FTX on
FIBUA. MDs for the platoon and section commanders in unit mini model roomJ
formation model room and TEWTs for the sub unit commanders in nearby BUAs
should also be planned.

c. During cycle ending exercise or collective training, the presence of any BUA
around the unit exercise location should be included in the exercise plan. Physical
occupation of a BUA may not be possible, but the umpires should credit the unit
or subunit commanders who plan to use BUA tactically. This will make
everybody realize the importance of FIBUA.

BMA. BMA should introduce FIBUA training in cadets training curriculum.
MD and TEWT can be conducted in addition to the platoon discussions. On completion
of Army FIBUA village /Complex at Hathazari, cadets can be trained during their field
firing exercise.

SI&T. SI&T can play a vital role in planning FIBUA trammg, The small
package of FIBUA training in JCSC and IPL should be of one week duration including
a FTX. At present, the problem would be non availability of training area. SI&T has
already forwarded a project to AHQ, MT Dte for the preparation of a FIBUA village",
Additionally, Weapon Wing should introduce a quick response firing package similar to
jungle lane shooting in Officers Weapon Course and Small Arms Course. AHQ, MT
Dte should also prepare a video film covering maximum possible details of FIBUA in a
demonstration mode and circulate to all formations and training institutions. Vacancy of
the sniper course needs to be increased.
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Other Schools of Instructions. Other schools of instruction like Armoured,
Artillery or ASC Centre and School should conduct training highlighting the
employment of their own arms or services. NCOs Academy should include FIBUA
training as a separate package in their curriculum. The idea would be to develop the
sense of responsibilities to each individual soldier of any arms and services on FIBUA.

CONCLUSION

The presence of urban areas in the area of operation has added a new dimension
in the military operations. Urban areas, from smaller to major metropolises, share some
common physical attributes that influence military activities. Careful planning and
execution of BUA defence in key terrain can upset attacker's time plan. FIBUA is
seldom practiced in our troops training. It is not yet considered a part of our regular
training curriculum. Training conducted on FIBUA in various military training
institutions is also inadequate. We even do not have adequate training literatures on the
subject. The changing topographic scenario and the marked urban-centric demographic
shift suggest that the success in future battles will largely depend on our ability to
exploit the potential of BUAs to the fullest. The earlier we can explore this area and
train and equip our men the better we will have the assurances of future victory.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for organizing effective FIBUA training in Bangladesh Army
are as follows:

a. A Board of Officers should be formed to formulate draft doctrine on FIBUA.
Necessary assistance in this regard can be sought from DSCSC and SI&T.

b. FIBUA training needs to be incorporated in each training cycle. Units should
carry out MD and TEWT on FIBUA for lCOs and NCOs. During cycle
ending and WCT exercise, BUAs should be included in the exercise plan.

c. FIBUA training in SI&T should be deliberate. Duration of FIBUA package in
lCSC and IPL should be of at least one week. The package should include
lectures, discussions, MD, TEWT and FTX.

d. All other schools of instruction including BMA should incorporate appropriate
FIBUA training in their curriculum.
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e. A few officers should be sent to India, Pakistan, UK, Australia and Germany
for FIBUA training.

f. A separate GSTP on FIBUA to be published by ARTDOC. A separate chapter
on Wolf Land Tactics on FIBUA should also be included in the new GSTP.

g. Army should construct at least three FIBUA c<;>mplexes preferably at
Hathazari, Trishal and Phultala.
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PRINCIPLES OF WAR: DOES BANGLADESH AIR FORCE
REQUIRE A RETHINK

Wing Commander Md Sharif Mustafa, psc, Gn(p)

"Theprinciples of war are those that have guided the Great Commanders whose great
deeds have been handed down to us by history"

- Napoleon

INTRODUCTION

War is as old as human existence. As the human race progressed, the nature of
warfare also changed. The evolutionary trends of war became diverse and divisive from
Total to Limited War, from Inter-state to Intra-state War, and from regular to irregular
warfare. The tragic events of 9/11 and the ensuring wars against terrorism have even
widened the spectrum of contemporary warfare.' With these continuous changed
situations, are not the age-old principles of war mutable? Can these archaic principles
fulfill the changed scenario of warfare? Do these principles warrant a rethink: in the
context of changing world?

Bangladesh Air Force (BAF) has emerged as a fighting force since inception and
dedicated to safeguard the airspace of the country. Over the last 38 years, BAF has tried
to build a balance force with the changes in technology and superiority of fighting
platforms. But, a concrete guideline with an overall broad vision was absent throughout.
Recently, a workable force-structuring roadmap until 2020 is underway as a concrete
guideline for BAF.2 However, the doctrines of war fighting and the underlying
principles of war were not taken into accounts to face the future challenges. After the
independence, this conceptual foundation was taken from the ancestor and inherently
absorbed into the system of BAF. Till now, there is no dearth of efforts in building war
fighting concepts, but has demanded the corresponding evolution of enduring bedrock
of BAF doctrine. A useful set of principles of war is needed which can adequately
pledge the BAF doctrine and address the challenges of modern warfare.

The objective of this paper is not to replace the existing set of principles with
another. Instead, a thorough reconsideration and rethinking are necessary for better
understanding the relationship to contemporary war and to the emerging character of
BAF. Specifically, the paper would guide all future leaders to rethink: and constantly
challenge each principle in name and meaning.
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AIM

The aim of this paper is to review the principles of war in practice by BAF in the
context of contemporary warfare and make suggestions for consideration.

PRINCIPLES OF WAR: A NEW PARADIGM

"Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the changes of war, not upon those who wait
to adapt themselves after the change occurs"

- Guilio Douhet

Evolution of the Principles

The oldest statements on principles of war were probably enunciated. by the
military thinker and writer Sun Tzu in the 4th century BC.3 The first attempts to reduce
the principles governing the conduct of warfare to an instructional list can be found
beginning in the time of Carl Von Clausewitz. The principles of war articulated by the
Prussian officer dates back to nearly two centuries and find their roots in the Napoleonic
wars.' These principles were first derived from the Agrarian and early Indu trial Age
conflict and penned as 'Principles of Battle'.' He concluded with nine principles of war.
However, the modem version of principles of war was based upon a formulation by the
British General Fuller in 1920. He was the first to enumerate a list of eight principles
that were later revised to nine. This list with minor modifications became the first
articulation of principles of war and appeared as part of British Army doctrine in 1921.
However, following World War II, the British finally adopted the list of principles of
war officially." Since then, principles of war were given academic definition and many
countries interpreted and adopted those as per their requirements and realities.

Versions of Principles of War

There are different versions of the principles of war varying from country to
country and between various theoreticians. A summary of the principles of war of six
major military powers is tabulated in Table 17. These principles, even though there is a
great degree of similarity in name, are different in definition and .application across the
board.' Both India and Pakistan maintains the same list of principles of war like the UK.9
The fact that different countries have varying numbers of principles of war make clear
that each one of them has given a rethink. The complexities in addressing war across



Table 1: Principles of War of Six Major Military Powers.
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time and space has forced each of these countries to add or subtract some of the
principles of war from the original list projected by Clausewitz. Before a rethink is
made on the existing principles of war, envision of future warfare demands
understanding.

UK USA FRANCE GERMANY RUSSIA CHINA
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Selection &
Objective

Integrity of forces
Mission

Advance & Singleness
Maintenance of Aim & resources Consolidation of Direction

Offensive Action Offensive
Offensive

Offensive
Offensive

-
Operation Action

Maintenance of
Moral Strength Morale

Morale
- - -

Security Security - Security - Security
Surprise Surprise Surprise - - Surprise
Concentration of

Mass
Concentration of All available

Concentration
Local

Force Effort Forces Superiority

Economy of Effort
Economy

Economy of Force -
Economy of

-
of Force Force

Maneuver and
Mobility,

Flexibility Maneuver Liberty of Action Mobility
Initiative

Flexibility,
Initiative

Cooperation
Unity of

Unity of Action Combined Unity of
Command

- Arms Command

Sustainability - -
Strong Adequate Preparation
Reserves Reserves

Simplicity -
Intelligence &

Annihilation Confidence
Communication

A New Paradigm

Most of the proponents of today's world feel that the stated principles of war not
only need to be changed, but also the essence and spirit behind them needs to be
reviewed. The existing' principles of war were provided by the past experts based on
theirhistory and experiences of the past wars. A new revised list need to be recast based
on the lessons of the past, present and their applicability in the future. Then, the revised
list would be passed on to the next generation who can modify these as per their
experiences and requirements. The following reasons necessitate a rethink to review the
existing principles of war that would shape future war fighting doctrine: 10
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a. Change in the texture of contemporary war.

b. Dissolution and blurring of border conflicts.

c. Diffused arena of conflict in the urban areas.

d. Emergence of non-state actors.

e. Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD).

f. Nuclear Biological and Chemical (NBC) environment.

g. Weaponisation of space.

h. Energy and food crises.

J. Combating terrorism.

k. Expansion of UN Peace Support Operations (PSO) and so on.

EXAMINING THE VALIDITY OF PRINCIPLES OF WAR

Principles of War Practiced by BAF

BAF practices ten principles of war taken from the text book 'AP 3000: Second
and Third Edition' of the Royal Air Force (RAF) doctrine. Young officers learn only
the test book meaning of these principles from the Academy and seek to refine their
academic understanding through different training courses. I I They start understanding
the application of these fundamental concepts from the Staff College Entrance
Examination (SCEE).12 These percepts further flourish from the Staff Course and get
refined in the subsequent courses. However, all these academic institutions do not
encourage students to challenge the applicability of these principles in current and
future warfare. Like Bangladesh Army (BA)J3, BAF needs to devise and revise it
practiced principles of war, which would guide the future war fighting doctrine.

Examining Principles of War

Selection and Maintenance of Aim. Selection of aim must be the cardinal
principle of war and is derived from the desired end state. This is the only current
principle of war to emerge unscathed by the changes of the past few decades. In
Vietnam War, US declared that the aim of the war was not to win, but rather to preserve
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the independence of South Vietnam. The aim could not be achieved because of the
limitations imposed by the politicians ignoring the principles." As the nature of war is
changing, clearly defining achievable end state would remain critical in all military
operations. This was reinforced in the 'Weinberger Doctrine' after evaluating American
experiences in Vietnam and Lebanon, and confirmed after Somalia and Iraq wars."
Be ide , should the second part (maintenance of aim) be treated as a must?" With the
changing circumstances, it would be foolish to stick with the selected aim rather to
modify and refine as the war progresses. Recent BA's war fighting doctrine has
revised this principle to 'Aim'.17US armed forces recognised this problem and absorbed
this as 'objective' for better clarity. As this principle of war would remain at the core
of modem warfare, it would need a much broader unambiguous definition. This
principle, therefore, needs to be rightly phrased as 'Objective' in BAF's list of
principles of war.

Maintenance of Morale. From the individual war fighter to the resolve of a
nation, morale is often the deciding factor in combat and war. The colonist who faced
the might of the British Empire and the outnumbered 'Mukti Bahini' who faced
Pakistani militaries proved that victory often goes to the side with stronger morale. On
the other hand, lack of morale among Iraqi forces led many to surrender to even
journalist and television crew during the second Gulf War. 18The concept of morale has
proved over years its relevance and no less demands a place in the list. As such,
'Maintenance of Morale' would be universal in relation to time and space and
must be kept in the existing principles of war.

Security. The principle of security expands somewhat with the nature of war. A
degree of security by physical protection and information denial is essential to all
military operations. In the conduct of war, security of bases, and vulnerable points and
areas must be ensured at any cost. In 1939, French failed to hold the Maginot Line
resulting 'Luftwaffe' to use French airfields to bomb British." During recent wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan, security was given due consideration in planning and executing
operations. As such, this principle of war must be retained.

Surprise. Surprise is defined as 'striking the enemy at a time, place, or in a
manner for which he is unprepared'. It was observed that surprise could be obtained
from new and novel weapons. There is no defence against surprise except that of being
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mentally prepared for the unexpected. In terms of future conflict, surprise will become
even more important and retain some value in the updated principles of war. However,
Strategic surprise is increasingly difficult in the information age when around-the-clock
news on troop movements and the political process is available with satellite dish or
Internet connection." Similarly, credible nuclear deterrence reduces the very concept of
surprise. In information age, there is no secret of hiding the .exact number and type of
fighting force. However, the way those forces would be used at the time of requirement
would be surprised to other side. One of the most dramatic illustrations of this was the
decisive role of British radars in helping the RAF win the 'Battle of Britain' against the
'Luftwaffe'. Hence, 'Surprise' would be seen as a force multiplier in all future wars
and must be retained in the principles of war list.

Offensive Action. Offensive action defines as the ability to "seize, retain, and
exploit the initiative" even in a defensive posture. There is still some truth to. the old
adage that the best defense is a good offense. In the future environment, the context of
the war may not allow offensive action, but to take the initiative from an opposing
force to maintain public support. Maintaining and exploiting the initiative is all about
attaining information dominance. Having a defensive posture, Bangladesh would not
possibly initiate an early action or even pre-emption. However, air power has the
potential to stress the enemy across a large geographical area and time; and can be a
key element in reaching that important crossover point from initiate to initiator. The
Arab-Israel War in 1967 amply validates this concept in which Israel Air Force (IAF)
destroyed 400 Arab aircraft on ground by offensive action. Though this principle
would be best suited for the country like the US, it must be preserved in the existing
list of BAF.

Concentration of Force. It is seen that military success was resulted from the
concentration of force, at the decisive time and place. This principle was definitely
applicable in earlier wars in the form of line and column tactics. Even modern armies
look at a 3: 1 favourable ratio of forces as a doctrinal parameter for successful offensive
action." When Fuller wrote his paper after World War I, mass was strongly correlated
with numbers of ground troops concentrated in a given location against enemy ground
forces in close proximity. Such massed units would be vulnerable today to a different
type of mass derived from WMD and precision guided munitions (PGM). In today's
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percept, identifying enemy's centre of gravity (CG) and attacking, it would require
precision attacks. Mass destruction is no longer a valid option and it need to be
replaced by precision destruction. During World War II, an average of 600 bombs was
allocated per target. In the recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the same size target
was destroyed with a single Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAM). The new generation
of Global Positioning System (GPS) aided Joint Stand-off Weapons provides accuracy
within three meters with an air launch range of 200 miles." If these weapons are to be
used against target in an urban setting, this principle may be considered as more
accurately a 'concentration of effect' or 'persistent precision' rather than of
concentration." The rapid evolution of combat forces and technology, combined with
the smaller size of future forces, would demand planners to think on precision rather to
concentration. As such, this principle needs to be changed from 'Concentration of
Force' to 'Precision'.

Economy of Effort. The effect of concentration of force is economy of effort.
The current concept requires forces to be judiciously employed to maximize the effect
of available resources through apportionment between the main, secondary or even
auxiliary efforts." This concept of thinking to attack sequentially is considered to be an
old planning. In contemporary warfare, attainment of maximum effect within a brief
period of time is essential. This core concept relies on the conceptual foundation of
'Effects Based Operation (EBO)'. The Gulf War demonstrated the capability to attack
the enemy at all levels simultaneously and effectively. As the Revolution in Military
Affairs (RMA) will unfold in future, warfare would become less sequential and more
simultaneou ; prompting the concept of parallel attack." This would also prompt military
commanders to think differently about the concept of reserve forces. Besides, effect
could be achieved by enhancing the firepower and other strategy. In future, planners
must employ systems to evaluate and address a commander's minimum requirements.
By this process, planners may sequence the effects of systems, platforms and weapons
synergistically to produce the desired result with a minimum of destruction and
casualties. Hence, 'Attainment of Effect' instead of 'Economy of Effort' would
provide a more useful principle and may have a place in the revised list.

Flexibility. Flexibility is rapidly adapting to new or different requirements or
situations. It implies possession of power to transfer force rapidly from place to place,
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and to maintain it in action. Underpinning economy of effect, precision and continuous
planning is flexibility. Other than Sun Tzu, Clausewitz and General Fuller did not
mention flexibility as this is rooted in the principles of offensive action. It always offers
a certain degree of compensation for the 'fog of war.' For BAF, this principle is a
necessity as aircraft is a flexible instrument of war and care must be exercised in
diverting it for tasks not directly linked to the main aim. Therefore, 'Flexibility' must be
retained as a principle of war.

Co-operation. Co-operation is a means of attaining concentration of force with
economy of effort in pursuance of the aim. This principle was essentially defined in an
era when the concept of joint operations did not materialise. In information age, this
has emerged as an important principle, especially with the emphasis on joint and
combined operations, which have been facilitated by sophisticated communications
and computer operations. BA's war fighting doctrine has also changed this principle
with 'Synchronization' according to their operational concept." It primarily stresses on
timing and coordination, which is otherwise echoed in 'Co-operation'. Major
international conflicts now demand the participation of coalition partners and are
arguably more successful because of international participation. It is unanimously
accepted that all future wars will have to be fought jointly by two or more forces.
Thus, it would be more appropriate to rename this principle as 'Integrated Joint
Operations' .

Sustainability. This principle had not been rated before the World War II. It is
considered as an integral part of operations and sound administration is must for the
success of any operation. Sound administration of logistics implies that 'the right things
are made available at the right places in the quickest time frame and in the most cost
effective way'. Earlier version of 'British Defence Doctrine' and 'Air Power Doctrine:
AP 3000, Second Edition' used this principle as 'Administration'. BA's war fighting
doctrine also entails 'Administration and Logistics' as a cardinal principle of war, which
if ignored will result in disastrous consequences." In the contemporary warfare, it is
more important to make a very detailed and well thought out integrated logistic plan to
meet various requirements. Sound logistics 'make the difference between victory and
defeat' as it generates and sustains the 'pace and tempo' of military operations. BAF
needs to rename it as 'Logistics' because of its importance in successful prosecution
of war.
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RETHINKING NEW PRINCIPLES OF WAR

"A certain grasp of military affairs is vitalfor those in charge of general policy"

- Karl Von Clausewit:

Considerations

Taking the likely pattern of future conflict into account, BAF needs to consider
some specific aspects to counter perceived threat. To fight the modern battle
successfully a commander has to find out what is going on, decide what to do, tell
someone what to do and then follow the battle. At the backdrop of the changed world
order and perceived threat, the analysis of existing principles of war has revealed few
changes in the context of the modern warfare.

Probable New Principles of War

It is nick of time that BAF rethinks and expands its practiced principles of war to
effectively plan and execute the complex warfare of the future battlefield. The
following paragraphs will examine five of the major aspects which may be most
affected by the emergence of RMA and challenges of the 21st century:

a. OODA Loop. History reveals that victory goes to the side which has a
shorter Observe, Orient, Decide, and Action (OODA) of operation cycle. During
Clausewitz's time, this terminology did not exist. Colonel John Boyd first
formally devised this concept as a generic model for military decision making."
He observed this process during his experience in air to air combat in Korea." It
signifies that conflict is seen as a continuing sequence of actions through a time
competitive cycle. The force that can consistently go through the loop faster than
the other gains an advantage and multiplies as more actions are undertaken." In
any joint campaign, air power can play a decisive role in providing the
information at the right place and time. An efficient OODA loop implies
continuous surveillance, effective reconnaissance, smart intelligence, integrated
networking, high probability of destruction, prompt battle damage and so on.
Considering the trend of future warfare, an efficient OODA loop deserves to be
recorded in the revised list of principles.
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Figure 1: Boyd's oonx Loop (Source: AP 3000, Third Edition).

b. Air Dominance. The role and importance of air dominance go beyond the
classical concept of air superiority. Douhet's concept of 'Command of the Air' did
signify the goal of dominance in and from the air. Air dominance has many
attributes to imply starting from intelligence gathering to the hitting of air and
ground targets effectively. Most importantly, it is akin to the concepts of air
superiority and favourable air situation. The greater the air dominance that one
force is able to create, the more effective would be the support to surface forces.
In today's context, phrases like 'coercive value of air dominance' and 'deterrent
value of air dominance' are gaining momentum. The air dominance in the first
Gulf War drew the line between the victory and the defeat. It is obvious that all
future wars would be dominated by the use of both air and space power. If
formulation of principle of war is to be verified after careful debate and past war
experiences, then 'Air Dominance' would certainly deserve a place amongst them.
BAF needs to endorse 'Air Dominance' in the new list of principles of war to
shape its war fighting doctrine.

c. Simultaneity. During the first and second Gulf War, the world has witnessed
the use of unprecedented numbers of smart and satellite guided bombs. Those
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weapons were launched simultaneously on multitude of targets over a vast area
immediately before seizing key objectives by ground troops. After the successful
victory, the Pentagon denoted that action as 'Simultaneity '.31 In modern battle
plan, achieving simultaneous effects have become main concern of each
commander. Success would depend on attacking the enemy from different
directions concurrently in purview of today's changing battle scenario." Recent
effectiveness of simultaneous operations conducted across the full length,
breadth, and height of the battle space have led to quick victories in Grenada,
Panama, and the Gulf." Today, simultaneity is also considered as one of the
prerequisites for UCW.34 Colonel John Warden of USAF suggests that near-
simultaneous parallel warfare strikes against key enemy leadership, system
essentials, infrastructure, population centers, and fielded military forces may
impose strategic or operational paralysis, leading to rapid defeat. 35The most
impressive technical breakthroughs in battlefield awareness could be further
advanced by the inclusion of 'Simultaneity' among the principles of war. It is
time for BAF to include 'Simultaneity' in the new list of principles of war.

Figure-2: Parallel Warfare - Simultaneous Attacks against all vital Enemy Systems.
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Technology. Hi-tech modern war dictates that he who has better technology i
expected to win. History reveals that technological inventions have changed the
course of a battle and it surprises have tilted the balance of power." A survey on
air power theory in 1986 revealed that "in a field with po lack of theorists, the
effects of technology and the deeds of practitioners had played greater roles than
ideas". The debate ended with the speculation that "today's primary air power
theorist may be technology itself"." Technology influences warfare directly. In
Battle of Britain, the invention of radar helped to win a defensive battle against
numerical superiority. The Gulf War brought to mind at least five revolutionary
developments in the field of stealth, precision strike, space warfare, information
warfare and dominating manoeuvre. In the field of current and future warfare, it
deserves a special mention as one of the principles of war.

e. Information Dominance. The importance of winning the information war
has become a guiding principle of war for the future." A US Army tudy predict
that "effective information operations will make battle space transparent and
opaque to opponents". Winning the information warfare can cause total disruption
and paralysi of the opponent without having to fire a bullet." RMA has the
capability to employ information based systems and weapons through 'soft kill '.
This can also implant confusion to the enemy or have a decisive impact by
creating dominant battlefield awareness of own forces. Modern warfare is going
to be more information dominant as information will be the start point and it
outcome will govern the final victory." Today, the information technology ha
dramatically enhanced the power of the media. Without information dominance,
it is no longer possible to fight a remote war away from the television camera and
public opinion." As such, it is time to consider 'Information Dominance' as one of
the principles of war.

Proposed List of Principles of War

From the foregoing discussions, it is evident that following set of principles of
war may have relevance to be included in the future doctrine in BAF:

a. Objective.

b. Maintenance of Morale.

c. Security.



d. Surprise.

e. Offensive Action.

f. Precision.

g. Attainment of Effect.

h. Flexi bili ty.

J. Integrated Joint Operations.

k. Logistics.

1. OODALoop.

m. Air Dominance.

n. Simultaneity.

p. Technology.

q. Information Dominance.
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CONCLUSION

After an intensive and objective study on the practiced principles of war, some of
them have been reaffirmed and others updated. Most of the existing principles need
some added dimensions in view of the challenges of modern warfare. The principles of
maintenance of morale, security, surprise, offensive action and flexibility have been
considered immutable and retained in the revised list. On the other hand, the principles
of selection and maintenance of aim, concentration of force, economy of effort,
cooperation and sustainability have been rewarded considering the new realities and
future challenges of air warfare. Besides, five new principles of war have been added
considering the dramatic improvements in weaponry, communications, sensors and
improvement in battle management system. In the process, a new set of principles of
war have emerged that would influence the doctrine of BAF and guide her in meeting
the challenges of the 21st century. Surely, this threat bearing debate would allow
leaders at all levels to improve their professional knowledge on the theory and the art of
war fighting.
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CHANGING NATURE OF WARFARE AND FUTURE ENIGMA

Lieutenant Colonel A F Jaglul Ahmed, psc, EB

"The only constant in the warfare is the constant change" - Sun Tzu

INTRODUCTION

The growth spread and clash of civilization; rise of vast conscript armies and
mass ideologies, rapid technological development and their refinement; the evolution of
modern state power, ideology and nationalism; frequent formation of global alliances
etc influenced the forms and conduct of warfare at large. Marked changes in the
conflict, advent of modern war instrument, changes in the military doctrine, changes in
the formation, force structure, etc fundamentally altered the character and conduct of
warfare. The changes were revolutionary in pattern and theories, particularly in the
sixteenth century warfare of Adolphus Gustavas, the seventeenth century warfare of
Napoleon Bonaparte and the American civil war of eighteenth century. The warfare
turned out more of modem as perceived today primarily after the Napoleonic war in
terms of organizational development and after American civil war in terms of
technological and tactical revolution. The fundamental changes in warfare of these
times were more in the character and outlook.

The change of outlook in the warfare, need for discipline & order and culture of
professionalism in the army led to massive shift in the organization, method of fighting
and their corresponding theories. There was race among the countries to configure their
forces and produce theories one after another to fight in the changed environment of
warfare. Significant development in the weaponry and munitions with gradual rise in
the modem civilization changed the ancient tone of warfare. Development in the range,
rate and devastation of fire underscored the tactical defence or fighting behind the
cover. Development' in the mobility showed the way to outsmart the forces fighting
behind the cover and bring conclusive end to the war from long stalemate like First
World War. The smart weaponry and munitions of electronic era suddenly enlarged the
length and breadth of the battlefield. The conventional fronts of battlefield disappeared,
opposing forces were not always conventional, and even the developed armies were
often perplexed to adjust from their long time practice of warfare to the one emerging
from every front, and habits to face the enemy not reckoned before.
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Though faster and rapid were the change in the forms and pattern of warfare, yet
countries managed it in formulating theories and fighting it. So long the countries
prepared for future war based on the experience of the war they fought last. The future
outlook of war based on such experience sufficed as the art of fighting managed to cope
with even the complex pattern of war. The future war may not ostensibly remain a
transparent as it was. The goal, length, the enemy, the battlefront and above all the
shape of future war hint at large asymmetries. The old outlook to prepare for future war
may have to be revisited. This article, at this backdrop, will analyze the pattern of
conflict and warfare, the chronicles of the constant changing precept, the why of it and
the future enigma of warfare at the face of constant changing trend. The time span of
the article has been bracketed from the Napoleonic war to the latest war of the current
century.

Source and Pattern of War

The warfare stemmed from different forms of conflict between different culture
and society. For ages, the pattern of warfare adjusted to suit the form of conflict to
accomplish the diverse goals of the warriors. Constant changes in the source of conflict
and the nature of warfare have been principally caused by the need for survival and
intellectual development for better and enduring livelihood. The intellectual
development of the industrial and informational age aggrandized the field of conflict.
Such dilation of conflict of varying dimension forced the warfare to change its pattern
to suit the nature of conflict closely intertwining the nature of conflict and the pattern of
warfare. An analysis of both the nature of conflict and pattern of warfare is, therefore,
of immense importance to understand how the shape of warfare changed in different
time; why and how.

a. Conflict Analysis. The source of conflict ramified from the routine
livelihood to the urge of gaining materials in support of future necessity. The
re ultant effect drove out human being for hunt of food, and that triggered need
for intellectual development. Intellectual development, at some stage, taught them
to stress on social and ideological values above mere survival. The complex
nature of all the e issues drove various societies to get into conflict with each
other. The colour and shape of conflict shifted from one form to the other mainly
to suit the necessity of livelihood and endorse the vanity of different values. The
invention of machine like, lever, wedge, wheel, axe, pulley, etc of the agricultural
civilization taught men to create mechanical force and accordingly change pattern
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of livelihood from hunt of animal to growing food. The practice of holding
surplus food for survival in the future began at this time. The clash between areas
and people started with the agrarian goals of capturing surplus wealth and better
land. The conflict scenario was then seasonal and limited to land and food only.
The agrarian climate began to change with the invention of steam power of 16th
century. Men besides striving and wandering for food learned to make economic
use of steam power for mass production. Masses of peasants were forced off the
land to provide work force in the mills and industries thus helped grow
urbanization. With the growth of urbanization in the industrial society, the
conflict now dilated in unprecedented manner jumping from seasonal conflict to
all times conflict. The conflict in the industrial and thereafter in the informational
age encompassed mostly economic gains, cultural value and religious attitude and
belief. The economic goal, cultural entity and religious value of the conflict
jumped from mere needs to subjugation, pride to prejudice and passion to
perversion respectively. The height of conflict reached climax in terms of power
projection by the powerful nations for power hunger, ideological steadfastness by
the extremists for religious and cultural vanity, and above all survival by the poor.
The conflict, as a result, constantly shifted its form and dimension changing its
objective from livelihood to luxury, passion to power play and conviction to
cataclysm.

b. Pattern Analysis. Alongside the transformation of conflict into different
forms and shape, the warfare pattern constantly transfigured itself in all ages with
faster rate in the industrial and information age in particular. The pattern of
warfare varied far and wide at this time and unprecedented number of theories of
warfare were unleashed. Sixteenth century Warfare of Adolphus Gustavas,
Napoleonic Warfare of eighteenth century and above all the American Civil War
of nineteenth century marked the modern warfare. The warfare before this time
was drawn out,. indecisive and primitive in character fought by the mercenaries
and the monarchial armies. The need for discipline and order and culture of
professionalism in the army, often not viable in the mercenaries, led to
organizational transformation in the army. Further to the invention of gun
powder, use of rifling and magazine fitted rifle in the American Civil War for the
first time underscored the ascendancy of tactical defence of fighting from behind
the cover, which replaced the primordial concept of offence verses offence to
defence verses offense. The rapidity of fire by machine gun and volley fire of



artillery vastly used in the First World War re-strengthened the fortification
concept into continuous trench system towards the static form of warfare for more
than few decades. Use of the giant weapon tank insignificantly in the First World
War and effectively in the Second World War outsmarted the static warfare and
brought maneuver into a massive lead. The airplanes to deliver precision guided
munitions and the revolution in reconnaissance, surveillance and target
acquisition prompted military leaders at looking deep and striking deep to
simultaneously deal with the front and rear of the battlefield giving birth to
second and third wave of warfare. At the face of power imbalance, the rise of
guerrilla and various fugitive forces broke the structural foundation of the
battlefield. The conventional fronts of battlefield disappeared, which drew end to
conventional warfare and brought in unconventional and asymmetric warfare.
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The aforementioned analysis indicates how the geometry of modem warfare
astoundingly changed its shape from the simpler to the most complex one. The spread
of conflict, instrumental development and transformation of military organizational
imbued both military leaders and theorists to change vision in the art of fighting and in
the military theories. In one hand, the military leaders unknowingly gave birth to the
military theories through practically fighting in the battlefield, on the other hand,
military theorists not often taking part in the war theorized the art of fighting in the form
of text. The subsequent part of the paper will identify who or what mattered most to
effect all these vast changes in the pattern of warfare.

The Constant Shift and Why

As mentioned before, the war of Napoleon and the American Civil War
contemplated as the first modern war triggered the first significant shift in the art of
fighting. The first shift in the art of fighting in modem warfare was in the tone of war.
The tone of the ancient war was sort of offence verses offence having foolhardiness. It
left no choice to kill the enemy without having to close down chest-to-chest. The
method of fighting was a close quarter one fought by slow rated muzzle loaded weapon.
The only choice in the war was to kill the enemy or get killed. The invention of rifling
and breech loading system in the American Civil War presented the new method in
fighting the war. The spiral grooves inside the barrel increasing both range and
accuracy, and breech loading system increasing the rate of fire helped the infantrymen
to kill enemies from distance without presenting a target themselves. The idea of
fighting from behind wooden breastworks or tactical cover brought the concept of
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defence versus offence in place of outdated offence versus offence signing the first
significant shift of modern warfare.

By the beginning of 20th century till First World War, the replacement of early
breechloader rifles fitted with magazine and appearance of machine gun altered the
aspect of whole defensive fire system. The tactical balance had swung completely in
favour of the defensive. Although there were some trench warfare in the American Civil
War, and the Russian-Japanese War of 1904, but it was First World War that fixed
trench warfare as the standard form of fighting. Defence turned out stronger than
offence formulating tenacity of holding ground, protracted war and attrition, the major
feature of warfare. The resultant effect of this kind of static warfare entailed
maintaining large armies and sustaining huge amount of casualty.

High cost in the standing army, scarcity of money to maintain such large standing
army and high casualty in the war raised the necessity of a change in the form of
fighting. The strategy of indirect approach advocated the war of maneuver to out think
and out flank the enemy instead of having to fight him out in the trench with minimum
risk, casualty and minimum cost. The conversion of track wheeled caterpillar into giant
weapon tank by Capt Suintel outsmarted the static form of Trench Warfare by
Maneuver Warfare. A big conceptual shift in the warfare was thus resulted during and
at the wake of First World War. The First usage of tank in Battle of Somme in 1916
although suffered failure, but later in 1917 in the Battle of Cambri, it showed up its
effect. The employment of tank in the First World War did not eventually bring any
shift from the concept of Trench Warfare but a shift lighted right during the war. The
mobility, audacity and skill of the nascent Maneuver Warfare overshadowed the
concept of warfare - the collision of mass armies and victory based on sheer numbers
and will power. The German use of blitzkrieg during the Second World War strongly
established the Maneuver Warfare to lead the warfare for decades.

The introduction of aircraft in First World War gave rise to the thoughts of
forcing victory further indirect from the strategy of indirect approach and blitzkrieg.
The art of war conceptualized by Jomini of fighting in the vital zone i.e. communication
and supply lines behind the front line found itself not effective enough to force victory.
Under the theory of Strategic Bombing, the air planes were massed against the decisive
point which was located not in the armed forces in the enemy but in his economic
centers and on the civil population. The emphasis was also paid on using armed forces
to attack the nervous and circulatory system of enemy industrial strength and civil
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population who were not primarily fighters. It was a concept of forcing victory through
a negative approach of cutting industrial production and terrorizing civilian life solely
by air weapons, which of course did not prove effective during the Second World War.
It was found, however, that aerial bombardment did not cut off industrial production,
and rather, further strengthened the enemy's will to continue.

The idea of clearing enemy from front to rear in the form of theory of mass
destruction, as in the world wars, looked primitive and so was the maneuver warfare or
strategic bombing of Second World War in the fast changing information age or nuclear
era. The short, intense and speedy victory in war replaced the concept of protracted war.
Countries neither considered maneuver warfare ideal in tackling mass army, such as
former Soviet Union, nor chose nuclear weapon safer in eliminating rows after rows of
Soviet pattern defensive lines. The horrendous effect of nuclear weapons also startled
countries to make use of it, lest it could provoke the other nuclear power to involve in
war and threaten the existence of world. Persuaded by Vietnam disaster a necessity for a
change in the method of warfare was profoundly felt by the United States. In 1976,
TRADOC issued a new doctrine in the land warfare namely Active Defence. It argued
for deepening the battleground, striking not only at the first echelon of Soviet pattern of
force but using high- tech weapon with longer range to take out the next echelon of
backup troops as well.

The Soviet pattern of army even outsmarted the active defence. It had not only
second echelon but third, fourth, fifth and so on. Active defence did not go nearly far
enough for a solution. It was stilI the World Wars periodic idea of defence versus
offence. The need for deeper re-conceptualization of warfare was haunted. Active
defence doctrine was not considered strong enough to take care of mass Soviet pattern
of forces. The Israelis in 1973 Arab Israel War routed the Syrians in the Bekka valleys
by electronic capability through deep looking and deep striking, which eventually aided
for a huge shift again to the pattern of warfare. The old obsession with sheer mass and
the concept of Clausewitz' , To win the enemy is first to destroy his main force' had to
be reexamined. The idea of Sun Tzu,' To win one hundred victories in one hundred
battle is not the acme of skill, to subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill'
turned out more suitable of time. The tactical insight of the Israelis in the 1973 War
helped devise the concept of 'Air Land Battle' as a deep battle with the necessity of
'fighting outnumbered and winning, to take place at the front but deep in enemy's rear to
find the follow on echelons'. Air Land Battle doctrine was an important first step in



rectifying the inadequacies of active defense. It aimed at destroying the enemy's
command facilities, taking out its communication facilities, preventing enemy's rear
echelons from ever going into action, avoiding frontal attack against the adversaries
strong point, knowing what enemy is doing, and preventing own information to enemy.
The short and intense character of war of above pattern favoured the stronger nations
from the viewpoint of managing it in the financial context and protecting herself from
the question of the national parliament. The coalition force used this same doctrine in
the Persian Gulf War. The battle was nowhere fought in the forward conventional front,
rather the coalition force began fighting from the deep completely confounding the
Iraqis. The numerical superiority myth of countries like Iraq fighting with forty two
divisions against twelve of the coalition force crumbled. 12 At this environment, various
fugitive forces, often termed as terrorists by the stronger nations emerged with an
idiosyncratic approach in the warfare. The new pattern of warfare pursued by these
groups in an idiosyncratic manner with weapons or a combination of weapon systems
that the opponent does not possess or even neither understand nor perceive. The
idiosyncratic approach of these fugitive forces to infiltrate and develop an opportunity
for attack on pure unconventional target signifies the feature of this extra-asymmetric
warfare. Instead of fighting the conventional enemy on ground, they now weave their
slow, purposeful way through international systems of education, commerce, and travel,
accessing the fabric of democratic societies, information systems, and the general
negligence in the public security. The asymmetry in attack against World Trade Center
stemmed not from weaponry, but from the unique, one-time cellular teams culminating
in an idiosyncratic approach of the terrorists inserting themselves into the cockpits of
airliners. Such extra-asymmetries of warfare substantially affected the complacence of
the sen e of security and threat perception of the powerful countries. Therefore, the
stronger countries resorted to the tactics of preemption to wherever they feel such threat
may appear from or likely be instigated.
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By the advantage of these preemption tactics, the stronger countries waged war
over the weaker either for economic, cultural or religious subjugation. The effect of
money, might and media often helped the stronger and therefore victory mostly
followed them. This, in turn, induced the weaker to look for new option for self-defence
or redress grievance. The clear and most effective option transpired was to draw the
stronger forces again into protracted war causing heavy casualties and thus to force
them losing own popular support. Therefore, the smaller or weaker countries impelled
by the economic or religious conflicts and subjugation of the powerful countries
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resorted to help raise extra-conventional forces and committed to prolonged warfare
through asymmetric tactics. The asymmetric warfare persuaded by guerilla tactics
forced the stronger countries to go back again into protracted war. The economic and
democratic cost of war rose again in terms of maintaining the war financially and
affording casualties. The largest and even the best few armies of the world were caught
by their un-preparedness of such eventualities and unready vision of war. None of such
warfare of the recent times ended, rather drew in the international negotiation forces
either, or resulted sort of civil war in the land of the conflict.

Enigmatic Future

The experience of last two centuries of warfare points at a hazy vision in the
future of warfare. The change of theories or art of war and the methods of fighting
transpired through these centuries of modern warfare do not clearly suggest as to how it
would emerge in the near future. Precisely, how fast and varied will be the change and
its nature is currently a multi-dimensional concern. The gunpowder, rifling, breech
loading system of weapon, rifle fitted with magazine, artillery, tank, railroad, telegraph,
dynamo, satellite communications, digital communications systems, personal
computers, the global positioning system, etc confounded both defenders and offenders
in devising military theories to cope with the various ages of warfare. Both the theorists
and the military leaders were often circumvented to keep pace with the method of
warfare and means of fighting used by the opposing forces. The nations are currently
dismayed as to their methods of preparation for future war at the enigmas of the nature
of conflict, likely type of armoury, munitions or instrument be used, location and length
of battlefield, shape and type of opposing forces and above all the pattern of warfare as
stated subsequently.

The modern theories of warfare grew mostly from the developed nations and
applied by the stronger over the weaker nations or by the coalition forces against the
reputed armies. The engagement of forces concurrently in every front, as in the second
or third wave war, could circumvent the weaker countries. What if the war breaks out
between stronger verses stronger countries? Both may know how to engage in every
front simultaneously. But they may not know how to fight out stronger enemy who may
appear from every front.

The pattern and velocity of war, as it is shaping today, does not match its current
handling. Both the uses of computer and human brain contribute in decision making in
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the war field. What the computer can provide in its usual speed cannot be dealt with
equal speed by human brain. Tactical intelligence streaming from satellite in today's
electronic warfare is enormous but the analysis is still slow. The information could be
flown by faster technology but its analysis is still to rely on the slow human brain and
slow communication capacity. In the Persian Gulf War, many analysis of the faster
information received from satellite were in the developing stage, while the fighting
already began. The mismatch of the speed of these two will make the decision making
field further difficult by the further rise of speed of future electronics.

Satellite technology and the proliferation of 24/7 news networks have created and
increased the television effect on strategic-level decision making of warfare. The effect
of such like media multiplies the strength of the military in carrying out psychological
warfare against the weaker. What if the media like CNN or BBC plays the true, honest
or unbiased role like Al-Jazeera or CBS of Vietnam War? The warfare is no more what
is narrated by the warriors at the end of the war. It visually takes everyone with the war
not just them who fight only. What if the friction between the military and the media
grows and obviate the forces to eye wash the unscrupulous goals or hazy achievement
of the stronger nations?

Popular support is the key to victory or perpetuation of any war in any democratic
society. The stronger nations fight two pronged, one at the conflict area, and one at
home to keep the popular support for the war. The big challenge is to keep the popular
support to continue the war at home. The stronger countries never aim at fighting on
their own soil rather attempt to keep it at arms length. The weaker nations begin to
defend at home but sooner it carries it to the soil of the invader either conventionally or
otherwise through asymmetric tactics. The challenge for the stronger countries is not as
much to fight in the battlefield so much to keep the general population safe at home and
keep the popular support handy for the war. If the popular support does not work in case
of future war, what will be the means for the national government to de-motivate for
war or element of its power to contribute to victory; is yet to be discovered.

The theories or manuals of war are made in response to the challenge of new
technologies of changed society. But they were always made in light of the ideal theater
of war, clear shape of enemy, familiar instrument or the symmetries of war. The nation
raced for developing technologies or choosing theories to counter each other on this
entire basis. The adoption of theorists like, Sun Tzu, Clausewitz, Jomini, Liddell Hart or
Fuller and their theories by different nations were therefore necessary to develop art of
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own war. But the nations are now under challenge to adopt theories or develop the art of
war, which is to counter the asymmetries of an opponent who uses the unconventional
theater of war and chooses unconventional objectives. When there is a defined theater
of war, known enemy or known target of attack, any kind of defence against it can be
raised. But how to prepare against fugitive forces who shift the theater of war to the
attacker's land and chooses world trade center, shopping mall or holiday resort, etc as
target for attack with weapons like commercial aircraft or suicidal car bomb!

The later part of the industrial and informational society saw enormous shift in
the form and pattern of warfare. Neither the warriors nor the theorists could keep pace
with the speed and variety of changes. Conflict and ideologies of war at this time were
so fast changing, that recording rules, convention or the laws of war became real ordeal.
Tactical skill appeared sometimes as the key to the warfare while sometimes
technological science predominated the tactics. Sometimes neither tactics nor
technologies rather asymmetries drove the war blurring all convention and practice of
war. The ideal theater of war has lost its identity, shape of enemy has become hazy,
weaponry or instrument used in the war are no more familiar and the symmetries of war
has vanished in its long bracketed journey as discussed in the length of the paper.

Today, any inference to futuristic approach of war is an enigma. And the enigma
is where to fight, whom to fight and how to fight it. But most important issue is not the
enigma of future war, but is the un-preparedness for it in view of the erosion of the
boundaries among the dimension and levels of war and long orientation of military
operations. Today challenge is not as great to the military leaders to fight it as it is to the
theorists to theorize warfare for students of military history.
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APPLICATION OF MANOEUVRE WARFARE IN FIGHTING IN
BUILT UP AREAS (FIBUA)

Lieutenant Colonel Amit Talwar, psc, Indian Army

"Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the changes in the character of war, not upon
those who wait to adapt themselves after the changes occur. "

- Air Marshal Giulio Douhet

The art of achieving great victories at the least cost has been repeatedly
manifested in history. The single most pronounced factor contributing to the successful
military campaigns and battles is the use of manoeuvre. Often in history, manoeuvre has
been preferred to the more costly and rigid form of positional or attrition warfare. In
manoeuvre warfare theory, the goal is pre-emption followed by systematic disruption
and dislocation of the adversary's war fighting tools, methods and plans to create a
cascading effect disproportionately greater than the degree of effort employed.

Modern urban warfare is not an absolutely new phenomenon though; recent
trends demonstrate an increasing need to clear built up areas (BUA) during military
operations. Besides friction, uncertainty, fluidity and disorder which characterize
warfare, the demands peculiar to the urban environment are especially challenging.
Thus a reawakening of professional interest in this field has occurred around the
military world'.

Ever since the last century, the usefulness of manoeuvre warfare has been in
focus and its advantages are being deliberated in all military forums. The ongoing
geopolitical realities coupled with the asymmetric threats suggest that the future wars
will be limited in nature, both in terms of duration and scope. Concerns over the
financial viability of a long drawn campaign, media access to the battlefield and its
influence in shaping the public opinion and the potential resistance from the local
populace dictates a short, swift and decisive war which is the sine qua non of
manoeuvre warfare.

The paper will first briefly discuss the theory of manoeuvre warfare and offer a
perspective of the urban environment. After that, the applicability of manoeuvre in I

urban offensive will be assessed. Finally, the doctrinal aspects of manoeuvre warfare in
built up areas will be discussed in details. Throughout the paper, the terms 'urban
warfare' and 'fighting in built up areas' will be used synonymously.
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The aim of this paper is to explore the applicability and modalities of manoeuvre
warfare in urban offensive operations.

MANOEUVRE WARFARE THEORY AND THE
URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Manoeuvre Warfare

In manoeuvre warfare the goal is to incapacitate the enemy by pre-emption,
systematic disruption and dislocation. The target is the coherence of the adversary's
combat systems, methods and plans. The aim is to produce, through selected actions, a
cascading effect disproportionately greater than the efforts employed. An analogy from
architecture would be the removal or destruction of the keystone of an arch. Here the
arch is conceived as a 'system' whose dynamic element is gravity which has been
converted to useful purpose by the positioning of the keystone. The removal of the
keystone disrupts the stability of the system resulting in its destruction. The three
fundamental principles of manoeuvre warfare are:

a. Identifying and targeting enemy centres of gravity (CG).

b. Finding and exploiting gaps in enemy strength.

c. Setting and maintaining favourable terms of battle.

The CG defines the objective, the imperative to find and exploit gaps defines the
approach to the objective and setting the terms of battle facilitates the overall effort
while catering for enemy counter-initiatives. Indeed, the greater the success in setting
the overall terms of battle, the easier it is to find gaps and upset the enemy CG.

Definition. Manoeuvre warfare maybe defined as a war fighting philosophy that
seeks to defeat by shattering the enemy's cohesion through a series of rapid, violent and
unexpected actions that creates a turbulent and rapidly deteriorating situation with
which he cannot cope. Thus, it is in the means of defeat that manoeuvre warfare differs
from other forms of war fighting',

Tenets of Manoeuvre Warfare.

a. Attack Weakness-Avoid Strength. The first diktat in manoeuvre warfare is
to attack weakness and avoid strength. This is quite akin to Sun Tzu's theory that



an attacking enemy must be like flowing water which finds the path of least
resistance and can continue to progress unhindered'. The ultimate objective is the
destruction of enemy's will to resist, not his physical destruction.

b. Auftragstaktik: Mission Type Orders. This requires commanders to
articulate a precise mission statement but leave the 'how' in the hands of the
subordinates. The emphasis is on the purpose so that the subordinates executing
the mission know the 'why' and can quickly modify their plan of action, if the
changing situation so dictates.
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c. Schwerpunkt: Focus of Effort. Schwerpunkt or Focus of Effort implies
concentration of combat power at a particular point where a commander seeks a
decision. Every operation must have a focus of effort, chosen for a specific
purpose and clearly understood by all. The terms Focus of Effort and Point of
Main Effort are identical.

d. Focus on the Enemy, not Ground Objectives. The enemy is a dynamic
factor and his actions are not predictable. When the commanders tie down units to
terrain objectives, the actions become rigid and do not cater for the changing
situation. Therefore, in maneuver warfare, the focus remains on the enemy and
missions are assigned in terms of what is to be done to the enemy.

e. Forward Command. A commander should command from well forward
and be located in an area from where he can influence the 'focus of effort'. This
allows him to see and sense first hand, the effect and flow of combat, to gain an
intuitive appreciation of the situation which he cannot obtain from reports. It
allows him to exert his personal influence at the decisive points during action.

f. Reserves. As manoeuvre warfare is so dynamic, the concept of a strong
mobile reserve is a basic tenet. The reserve is an insurance against disaster, a
means to restore a deteriorating situation. Particularly in uncertain fluid
situations, strong reserves enable a commander to strike with decisive force at
points of own choosing'.

g. Support Manoeuvre by Fire. Success will depend on the simultaneous
application of manoeuvre and firepower to shatter the enemy's will'. In
manoeuvre warfare, firepower plays two roles: first, to suppress the enemy during
own manoeuvre, and the second is to pose 'potential fire power' through correct
positioning of the maneuvering forces. The latter creates the leverage so essential
to psychologically unhinge the adversary.
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h. Tempo". The ability to react faster than the enemy is a basic requirement in
manoeuvre warfare. It demands a capability to constantly move through a series
of decision cycles to unhinge the enemy and cause his dislocation. To achieve
this, high tempo must be generated and sustained. Tempo does not only denote
the physical speed of units but also implies the speed with which the headquarters
can analyse mission, make decisions and process orders.

j. Surprise and Audacity. Patton had once said, "There are only three
principles of warfare - Audacity, Audacity, Audacity". Nothing could be truer
when applied to manoeuvre warfare as it lies more in the realm of the
psychological than the physical sphere. Audacity is a multiplier of combat power
in much the same way as surprise is and aids the same. Surprise means striking
the enemy at a time or place or in a manner for which he is not prepared.

The Urban Environment

Perspective'. Military thinkers and planners have long been aware of the pitfalls
of fighting in urban areas. As early as 500 B.C., Sun Tzu advised that "the worst policy
is to attack cities," and that advice has been echoed in military writings and doctrine to
this day. Nevertheless, the reality is that wars have been fought in cities repeatedly
throughout the centuries, from the battle of Troy to the street battles of Grozny and
Fallujah. Operations conducted in these cities explain that historically urban warfare has
presented military commanders with numerous factors that are to be integrated to
achieve success in such terrain. Difficulties in employment of mass forces and control
over urban population with least possible collateral damage have significant effect on
operational planning and execution.

Characteristics. Dispersed structures of typical built up areas (BUA) provide
excellent cover and concealment while frequently restricting observation, fields of fire
and manoeuvre. Avenues of approach within BUA are determined by street patterns,
building arrangements, open areas and underground systems. Mounted forces are
restricted to streets, alleys and open areas between buildings. Dismounted forces
maximize available cover by moving through buildings and underground systems, along
edges of streets and over roofs". The total size of the surfaces and spaces of an urban
area is usually many times that of a similarly sized piece of natural terrain because of
the complex blend of horizontal, vertical, interior, exterior and subterranean forms
superimposed on the natural landscape. Therefore understanding the full physical nature
of an urban area requires a multidimensional approach.
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Challenges. Urban terrain is highly restrictive, limiting observation, range,
weapon effectiveness and mobility. The factors dictate close combat with troops
fighting from building to building and from room to room. Command and control i
difficult, because small unit leaders cannot see their troops and radio communication is
subject to interference caused by the presence of structure. Frequently, operation are
reduced to a series of small-unit battles. Greater dependence is placed on the initiative,
skill and resilience at the grass-root level. Urban warfare is physically and mentally
exhau ting due to continuous close combat, high casualties, fleeting nature of targets
and fire from an unseen enemy". It's a three-dimensional battle involving fighting on the
street, on roofs and in the upper stories as well as in the subsurface sewer systems,
subways and other underground structures. Presence of civilians and the fear of
collateral damage negate use of massed firepower. The necessity to provide life support
and other essential services to civilians can siphon off a substantial amount of military
resources and manpower. A hostile population may also impose a serious security
problem.

APPLICATION OF MA OEUVRE IN URBAN OFFE SIVE

Missions of Urban Offensive",

Search and Attack. The mission is also referred to as Seek and Destroy in some
literature. It is undertaken when intelligence on actual enemy deployment is scanty but it
is known that he is weak. Therefore, searching for the enemy becomes a prerequisite for
the attack. Thus, certain risks may be taken and it normally results in a quick or hasty
attack. The area is divided into several smaller zones and a headquarters usually controls
manoeuvre of smaller units. Mutual support between the zones is often a challenge.

Figure 1: Division ofBUA
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Attack on a Single Axis. Knowledge of specific enemy strongpoint, availability
of single mobility corridor and indications of a weakly held defence may dictate a
commander to mass own combat potential along a single axis for attack. The objectives
are captured sequentially and the reserve will have limited options.

Figure 2: Attack on Single Axis

Attack on Multiple Axes. If the area and enemy situation allow, and sufficient
resources are available then it is preferable to attack the enemy from multiple directions.
This induces dilemma and forces the enemy to spread his resources in different
directions. This form of attack is a challenge to not only command and control, but for
the controlling headquarters to provide support for the attack.

Figure 3: Attack on Multiple Axes

Isolate and Attack. Isolation is the key to success in urban operations. A larger
force establishes a defensive cordon around the objective guarding all the approaches
leading to the area to deny reinforcement. The attack is then launched from a suitable
direction.
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Figure 4: Isolation and Attack
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Multiple Nodal Attack. Potentially, the most effective mission to conduct in an
urban environment is the multiple nodal attack. The mission is to attack various key
objectives in a built-up area. These objectives are normally locations of key
infrastructure and the attacks may be conducted either simultaneously or sequentially.
During a multiple nodal attack, a larger unit (typically a brigade) divides its forces,
conducts several rapid attacks and once the objective is seized establishes hasty
defences. This form of attack faces challenges in command and control, application of
reserves and service support to subordinate units.

Figure 5 : Multiple Nodal Attack
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Manoeuvre Warfare in Urban Operations

Tenets Applicable in Urban Terrain. All thy aforesaid operations can be
conducted by application of manoeuvre theory as it is just the matter of force
application that varies. The tenets of manoeuvre warfare tailored to suit urban
operations are discussed below.

b



a. Attack Weakness A void Strength. Identification of enemy strength and
weakness is critical to the correct application of manoeuvre warfare in urban
environment. Thus widespread reconnaissance and timely intelligence are crucial.

b. Mission Type Orders. Issue of mission type orders to own forces and
thereafter retaining limited control is pertinent. Conducting manoeuvre warfare in
urban operations presupposes precise battle space perception by subordinate
commanders and depends upon their independent actions due to force dispersion.
The key to the concept is simple; centralized planning and decentralized
execution as success depends on recognition of opportunities and the seizure of
initiative".
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c. Focus of Effort. The key to successful manoeuvre in urban operations lies
in the correct application of combat power at the point of decision. However, the
focus of effort may shift periodically with the progress of battle especially when
the objective is taken sequentially.

d. Focus on the Enemy, not Ground Objectives. This rule is very much
pertinent to urban operations. The various terrain objectives will be captured only
as a means to defeat the enemy. Thus actions of all units must aim at achieving
the commander's intent while the urban objectives may aid own progress of battle
and manoeuvre.

e. Forward Command. This aspect would translate to better situational
awareness of commanders in urban warfare without necessarily being at the point
of action. To support manoeuvre by own forces timely command decisions have
to be taken. However, directive control is the most effective style of forward
command and remains applicable in urban terrain.

f. Reserves. Application of manoeuvre theory to urban warfare makes it
extremely dynamic and uncertain. Thus, while adequate reserves must be catered
for, it is their application that deserves special consideration. Instant exploitation
of fleeting opportunities and gaps in enemy defenses is important.

g. Support Manoeuvre by Fire. This tenet has to be correctly understood for
application in built up areas. While supporting manoeuvre in an urban terrain,
fires on infrastructure and its effects needs special care as this may be counter
productive. Thus, accurate artillery targeting within the BUA and availability of
sufficient integral firepower with the maneuvering forces is to be ensured.
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h. Tempo. The operational rate of attack must be designed to achieve a higher
tempo than the enemy. This implies decentralisation of decision making, while
catering for adequate reserves at all levels for supporting manoeuvre as the key to
success lies in shortening own decision cycle and increasing the enemy's. Thus all
combat and combat support elements must be synchronised for attainment and
maintenance of tempo.

j. Surprise and Audacity. Both these factors contribute to application of
manoeuvre in BUA as the urban terrain offers multiple avenues to both the
defender and attacker. In urban offensive operations, operational surprise can be
decisive. The goal is to attack the urban area at a time, from a direction and in a
manner that the enemy doesn't expect. However, the audacity factor must be
utilized with detailed risk assessment and tactical judgment.

Forms of Manoeuvre in Urban Operations. The forms of manoeuvre suitable
for urban operations include the following:

a. Envelopment. Since the key to defeating an urbari defense is isolation,
envelopment is the perfect form of manoeuvre to accompli h this. Once the
enemy is enveloped, secondary forces can be utilized for attacking and clearing
the objective from a suitable direction. The use of a secondary holding attack is a
pre-requisite for success and must be planned for. The use of heliborne or
airborne force to seize vital choke points through vertical envelopment will
increase own speed of operations and chances of success.

Figure 6: Envelopment
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b. Turning Movement. Enemy defense in BUA can be turned upset by early
capturing key terrain in his rear and thus paralyzing him both physically and
psychologically. This will deprive him of the essential combat support and
reinforcement and might even encourage his withdrawal or exfiltration.

Figure 7: Turning Movement
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c. Penetration. Just like a mounted attack on a prepared defence, penetration is
also a method of manoeuvre against a prepared defense in urban terrain. The
commander determines where the decisive point is and focuses his combat power
on attacking through that decisive point. It is critical during penetration that once
the initial penetration is accomplished, forces are positioned so that they can
exploit the penetration.

Figure 8: Penetration
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d. Infiltration. An infiltration in built-up terrain seeks to avoid enemy frontal
contact and then seize favourable objectives in the enemy's rear/attack from the
rear. However, infiltration would be done by small task forces suitably organized
to achieve the desired effect at objectives. Careful planning and high degree of
coordination is a pre-requisite for this type of manoeuvre.

Figure 9: Infiltration
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DOCTRINAL ASPECTS OF MANOEUVRE WARFARE
IN BUILT UP AREAS

Framework

Any doctrine for FIBUA must be based on three cardinal aspects: appreciating the
emerging battle scenario in the urban context, identifying the swiftest and most
economical way to achieve victory, and identifying the needs and areas of modification
of the pre ent doctrine. The likely urban environment and its challenges have already
been discu ed and would serve as an introduction to any doctrine. Swift and
economical victory would accrue from the concept of manoeuvre warfare. Other aspects
that may be included in the doctrine are enumerated in succeeding paragraphs.

Combined Arms Team. Utilization of a combined arms team by organizing own
forces into suitable task groups within a battalion and brigade framework would be
suitable for manoeuvre warfare at the tactical level. The groups must retain an ability to
fight dispersed or concentrated based on the tactical situation utilizing integral mobility.
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Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (C4 ISR)12. For manoeuvre through a BUA, adequate C4ISR
capabilities must be provided to own forces to create greater situational awareness for
own commanders. In urban terrain, ground operations tend to become decentralized and
thus C2 must be flexible and decentralized. Issue of mission type orders and its correct
interpretation by the subordinates would facilitate decentralized command.
Communication systems must be secure and foolproof with sufficient back up and relay
facilities. Computers can be utilized effectively for generating maps and IPB products
and also for information dissemination. Utilization of all ISR resources would be
needed for effective situational awareness.

Movement and Manoeuvre. Urban terrain may hinder large mounted
movement of own forces. However, dismounted move is possible with cover of tanks or
armoured vehicles. Force dispersion is important in such movement to restrict target
size offered to the enemy. As evident, reliable communication between the mounted and
dismounted force is a pre-requisite". The use of helicopters must be made for both
vertical envelopment and fire support, where feasible. Small task groups would be most
suited for manoeuvre in BUA.

Armoured Vehicles. Characteristics of tank limit their use in confined urban
areas. The main guns are often too long to traverse fully in narrow streets, and the mall
vision severely restricts target acquisition. The soft belly of tanks is particularly
vulnerable to mines and improvised explosive devices (lED) that are common in a city
fight. Despite the shortcomings, the tank is the most effective all-weather system to
bring heavy precision fire to urban targets and offers force protection 14.Comparatively,
the Infantry Combat Vehicle (ICV) scores in some aspects over armour but does not
have heavy calibre firepower. Thus a combination would help achieve better speed a
well as shock effect. Tasks may include controlling the town's approaches, assist
isolation, secure key points and offer force protection".

Fire Support. Planning fires in urban terrain requires special attention toward
munitions choice and terrain analysis. Use of precision munitions to engage high payoff
targets would aid own manoeuvre and at the same time minimize collateral damage.".

Special Forces. The physical terrain of an urban area facilitates Special Forces
(SF) operations. It however demands language proficiency and cultural knowledge 0

that SF can blend into the local population. They can thus pass through the urban
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complex more easily than conventional forces to gain timely and first hand knowledge
of the terrain, conduct precision targeting, scouting action and disruption of C2 nodes.

Mobility and Counter Mobility. The tactical task oriented groups of the
combined arms team must include engineer effort to enhance force mobility and
clearance of routes. The emergence of lED dictates detection and clearance of these for
force protection. When bypassing the enemy, counter-mobility means are used to
contain the enemy and block potential avenues of approach which might facilitate
enemy counterattacks".

Psychological Operations and Civic Actions. The presence of population in
urban areas requires conduct of both these complementary tasks. The integration of
media into the operational plan must support the commander's aim. Clearance of certain
specific areas can be achieved by moving out the civilian population for own civic
actions in another area. Population control has to be planned and resources earmarked
beforehand. The incorporation of favourable locals and/or aid agencies may also be
planned for the purpose.

Organisational Changes and Training

Logistics". The urban operations create unique logistic demands. Frequent
grouping and re-grouping of forces and sporadic minor engagements would necessitate
frequent replenishment of ammunition. Thus integrated logistics must be planned to
support the manoeuvre. Repair and recovery would pose a challenge and may have to
be planned after clearing the BUA. Besides battle casualties, high combat stress would
raise the stake on medical support.

Application of the manoeuvre warfare in urban operations requires a paradigm
shift in the thought process and training of our forces and should be a step by step
approach. This should also be supported by organisational and equipment review. The
use of media for psychological operations and population management needs to be
integrated in the operational plan. While the need to have smaller task oriented groups
has been established, further study may be required to suggest an exact organizational
framework. Weapons will need to be light and accurate at shorter ranges; integral direct
firing capability needs enhancement, while protection for individual soldiers' along with
reliable communication is also required". Armoured vehicles must have the provision of
multifarious ammunition, adaptive and replaceable armour protection (including against
mines and IEDs) and high mobility over short distances".
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Effective training is a must to fight in an urban terrain using manoeuvre warfare.
Tactical exercises without troops in a realistic urban setting will aid commanders and
staffs in understanding the nature of the urban warfare and the utilization of manoeuvre
therein. Innovative approaches might include computer games or exercises on actual
modem urban terrain for basic understanding. Training in language skills, local customs
and lifestyle of locals in the likely deployment areas should also be considered.

CONCLUSIONS

Cities always have been centres of gravity, but they are now more magnetic than
ever before. In an uncontrollably urbanizing world, we will not be able to avoid urban
warfare. A military unprepared for urban operations across a broad spectrum is
unprepared for tomorrow". Conventional operations in an urban terrain are complex and
require detailed planning and coordination. The traditional form of attacking a BUA by
securing a foothold and then capturing objectives sequentially is no longer cost
effective. Thus the key to winning future victories lies in mastering the art of
manoeuvre warfare and its prudent application in the urban environment.
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